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The university’s task force on financial aid and affordability released
to the general public a summary of
its extensive report on the cost of a
Georgetown education in last
Monday’s Blue and Gray. The original report, commissioned nine
months ago in response to rising

deficits in the financial aid department, was completed in December
but withheld from the public because it contained confidential information about Georgetown’s peer
institutions.
The Task Force on the Future
Affordability of a Georgetown Undergraduate Education, headed by
Associate Vice President for the
Main Campus John J. DeGioia, released the Summary report which
reaffirmed the university’s commitment to its policies of need blind
admissions and meeting the full financial need of all accepted applicants.
“After careful consideration, the
Main Campus administration recommended . . . that we continue our
commitment to a need blind admissions policy and afinancial aid policy
of meeting full need,” the report
said.
However, the task force acknowledged the two policies had strained
the office of financial aid sbudget in
pastyears. “The combination of new
, students who enrolled with demonstrated need and upperclass students
who demonstrated need . . . taxed
our financial aid budget almost to
the breaking point,” the report said.
“We want to continue to meet full
need without having a detrimental
affect on the other factors that impact the quality of a Georgetown
education,” the report said. “It will
require careful attention and sound
financial management.”
The task force made five recommendations to maintain the current
aid policies without creating further
deficits.
The report’s first suggestion was
that the university be “mindful of the
crucial relationship between . . .
growth in tuition costs; growth in
family contribution; percentage of
undergraduates who require a
Georgetown scholarship.”
The report said the balance between the variables was crucial because most of report’s recommendations and predictions were based
on stable ratios between the factors.

GUSA

“Our ability
.. will need
percentage
Georgetown

Vice President to Resign from Student Association Post

to maintain our policies
to be re-examined if the
of students in need of a
scholarship increases.”

In compliance with the Georgetown University Student Association’s constitution, presidential candidate and current Vice President
Jahmal Green (SFS ’95) was disqualified from
this year’s race for the executive office late last
week by the GUSA Election Commission because he was not registered as a full-time undergraduate student. Green announced last weekend he would step down as vice president of the
student association for the same reason.
Director of Student Programs Penny Rue said
she was informed of Green’s registration status
last Thursday, but refused to comment on her
source. Rue said she forwarded the information
to Dean of Students James A. Donahue, who then
met with Green.
Green and running mate Greg Bamford (CAS

chair of the election commission. “He was not a
disqualified candidate until the election commission met and decided to disqualify him. Once we
got all the information that we needed, we made
our own decision,” Lohmann said. “The reasons
why he was disqualified was between [Green]
and ourselves,” she added.
Green said he was currently not a registered
undergraduate student due to difficulties in the
processing of his registration forms. “Iam not yet
registered in all of my classes because of difficulty with financial aid,” he said. But Green also
said hisregistration status was a temporary problem that he hoped would be corrected next week.
Green said he did not blame the office of
financial aid for his registration problems. “The
people in the office of financial aid have been
very helpful to me.” he said. Financial Aid Dein
Patricia McWade declined to comment.
“I did not realize that my registration would

’96) notified the GUSA

affect the race,” Green said. “The

By Steven Slawinski
HOYA Staff Writer

the report said.

The task force also recommended
that the university channel more
money from the endowment and
annual gifts into financial aid. “In
the next capital campaign, we will
establish a substantial goal for endowment support for our financial
aid program,” the report said. [T]he
Annual Fund can [also] contribute

to our financial aid program.”
The most controvercial recommendation was the task force's third,
which suggested increasing the
amount of borrowing for some
Georgetown students.
The task force's report said increased loan burdens would probably deter some students from applying to Georgetown, but said
“given the option of altering our
financial aid policy or suffering some
drop in yield, we believe that a drop
in yield would be a better choice.”
The report also said. [The task
force] believe[s] many of the stu-

dents in our applicant pool wre able
to take on additional debt if that is

what is required to study at
Georgetown.” The report outlined a
“typical budget for a 22-year-old
graduate earning $26,000 annually,”
which showed that even with a drastically increased debt load, most students would be able to spend less
than 20 percent of their yearly salaries on paying off loans. The report
said loan consolidation programs,
which granted longer. debt repayment schedules, would also be offered to more students.
In addition. the task force said
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Former GUSA presidential candidate Jahmal Green
(SES "95) is no longer running for office.

“The first [the Election Commission] heard of
it was last night when [Green] and [Bamford]

approached us,” said Denise Lohmann (SES 94),

By Jeff Hom
HOYA

Staff Writer

Georgetown University Student Association presidential candidates

meet university costs. [W]e do not

Michael Kullen (CAS ’96) and Giancarlo

think it is unreasonable to expect
that some families can support their
children with . . . additional debt.”
the report said.
According to task force member
Renee De Vigne, special counsel to
the main campus, “The third recommendation needs to be viewed
against its alternatives . . . we're
choosing the least of all evils.”
DeVigne is also chair of the Committee on Financing a Georgetown
Education, which will consult students and faculty on the task force’s
suggestions,
See AFFORDABILITY, p. 3

DiMassa (CAS ’96) withdrew from the
racefor GUSA stop posts early Wednesday morning and endorsed David Smith
(CAS 95) and Heather Stephenson (CAS
’95) for the presidential election.

“The ideas we started to run for were
more important than any personal gain.
By withdrawing, we can support more
reform in GUSA.” DiMassa said in a
written statement released Wednesday.
Smith agreed with DiMassa: “We definitely plan to work with [Kullen and
DiMassa]

because

they

have

similar

ideas for reform.”
Both Smith and Stephenson said they
wanted to incorporate many of the ideas

from the Kullen/DiMassa campaign into
their own, and if they are elected. plan to
implement them.
Kullen said. “Since we're sophomores, we can support Smith and
Stephenson, who have more experience
at Georgetown, and we can work with
them in the future.”
According to DiMassa, their campaign was splitting the “vote for change”
with Smith and Stephenson.
“We have seen throughout this campaign that some candidates are for the
status quo and some are for reform. We
are the only avenue toward true, honest
reform,” Smith said.
Rod Dembowski (GSB "94), co-chair
of the Chris McLaughlin/Ned Segal cimpaign committee said, “We need to remember that Chris McLaughlin started
reforming GUSA three years ago.”
Smith

said,

“I

think

[Kullen

DiMassa’s

Bamford

and running mate Ned Segal (SLL '96)

from the race last Friday after Dean of

Students James A. Donahue announced
Green was not registered as a full-time
~ student because his financial aid paperwork had not been completed. GUSA
bylaws require that all members be fulltime students.
Each ticket at the forum was allowed

were most concerned

two

aid was the first item in their platform,
while students came last. The reason we

support Smith and Stephenson is that
they put students first.” DiMassa said.

and

By Jeff Hom

about financial

aid, housing and campus security, and

said their work as GUSA representatives had given them the necessary experience to best represent student interests.
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Kate Sample/The

ping stone on the way to the Senate. We
need real students representing our students, not politicians. We can choose
between more ol the same exclusionary

opening the GUSA otfice in the Leavey
Center during regular business hours.

the race on Wednesday, spoke first say-

ence,” McLaughlin said.
David Smith (CAS 95) and Heather
Stephenson (CAS ’95) focused on their
position as candidates who came from
“outside the GUSA system.”
“Heather and I are not part of the
current GUSA clique full of career poli-

ing they wanted to increase communica-

ticians. For them GUSA

McLaughlin/Segal and Smith/
Stephenson both said their primary concern was the financial aid crisis. "We are
absolutely committed to fighting to retain our need blind admissions policy.”
Smith said. “This is vital in ensuring that
Georgetown is a place for people of all
economic backgrounds. Our campaign

“Who do you want representing you

is just a step-

HOYA

Candidates for the student association s executive post listen as Giancarlo
DiMassa (CAS *96) answers questions about his platform.

ence on. We have a history of reform and
we have a history of proven experi-

DiMassa (CAS ’96), who withdrew from

us

well put together.” However, “financial

to-

if the congregate housing bill goes
through in April, if financial aid is once
again in crisis... and if campus safety is
once again threatened? All of these major issues are things you nced experi-

ment summarizing their platform before
fielding questions from students. the
media and each other. The candidates
focused their debate on whether GUSA
would be better served by electing a
president and vice president who had
experience serving in the student association or who was new to the organization,
Mike Kullen (CAS 96) and Giancarlo

tells

“McLaughlin and Segal have done a
lotin GUSA. but they seem to think that
they know what the students want. Our
campaign was to listen to the students
every day.” Kullen said. He added their
goal was to “open up GUSA. making
sure it’s accessible to every single student. The minute it gets closed off, it is
as if the students aren't represented.”
DiMassa said. “We, unlike some of
the other tickets. didn’t start out with a

whole herd of a campaign committee,
but the people we have talked to have
supported our endorsement of Smith and

Stephenson.”
Kullen added, "The point of our campaign was to make GUSA more accessible. [not] to put Mike and Giancarlo in
the driver's seat. We feel that we are still
working towards the goal of accessibility.”

Women’s Empowerment League Distributes
Gender Relations Questionnaire to Students

politics and the status quo of back-door,
insider deals or we can vote to make a
change,” Smith said.
Smith also said he and Stephenson
wanted to “reform GUSA without destroying it.” by eliminating 32 of the 100
GUSA presidential appointments. removing the Lecture Fund and the class
committees from GUSA’s control and

to give a three-minute opening state-

withdrawal]

things, that there is a serious need for
GUSA reform, and that our ticket is able
to put together the necessary coalitions
to reform GUSA in the future.”
According to DiMassa, the decision
to drop out was made late Tuesday night.
After talking about it and looking over
all the candidates’ platforms, they made
a decision to support Smith and
Stephenson, whose platform was most
compatible with their own, he said.
“There is nothing in the Smith and
Stephenson platform that we don’t support,” DiMassa said.
DiMassa said McLaughlin and
Segal’s financial aid platform was “very

tion between students and GUSA by
encouraging students to voice concerns
through electronic mail. They also said
they planned to forfeit the stipend normally given to the GUSA president and
wards financial aid.
“I'think if the president and vice president are in financial need they should
have that money distributed only on a
need basis. So what we plan to do if
elected is put the money that is offered to
us in the stipend directly into an account
for upperclassmen whose financial aid
is being cut,” Kullen said.
Chris McLaughlin (CAS 95) said he

’96) were disqualitied

laws precluded me from running.” However,
Lohmann said each candidate was given a copy
of the GUSA bylaws before they began the
campaign. Lohmann said the eligibility requirements were made clear to Green. “It is very
specific in the bylaws what it takes to run,” she
said.
Green, however, said he did not intentionally
break the rules. “I was unaware that I was violating the bylaws. I don’t consider myself not a
student at Georgetown.” Green called the problem with his registration status a “technical matSee JAHMAL, p. 3

Survey Examines Gender
Relations at Georgetown

Three of the five original candidates
for the president and vice president of
the Georgetown University Student Association participated in a forum Tuesday night to answer questions from students and debate campaign issues.
The Challenge, a group of 15 students
running as write-in candidates, was not
permitted to participate in the forum
because they failed to comply withregulations required by the GUSA election
commission.
Jahmal Green (CAS 95) and Greg
(CAS

|
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by-

Ticket to Support S tudent Association Outsiders in Presidential Race

row money for their childrens” educations. Current university policy
exempts parents from borrowing to

and put the money

[GUSA]

Kullen/DiMassa Withdraw from GUSA Election

more parents could be asked to bor-

vice president

election commission of

Donahue’s opinion on the matter and the commission decided to disqualify Green from the
race during a closed meeting Friday evening.
According to Donahue, the decision to disqualify Green was not his, “The GUSA Election
Commission has jurisdiction. It was their decision. They made a decision based on GUSA
bylaws. GUSA basically works with Penny Rue
and the Student Activities Office. I was involved
in the information flow.”

Students Question Presidential Hopefuls
Staff Writer

February 25, 1994

Disqualifies Green/Bamford

Candidates Debate

By Sally Sykes
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GUSA Election Commission

Pissues at Pre-Election Forum
HOYA
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Affordability Task Force
Releases Financial Report
By Sean G. Rushton

The Three-Day Forecast

t

Staff Writer

The Women’s Empowerment League.
an advocacy group for women’s rights,
is mailing a candid survey on gender
relations to 500 random Georgetown
undergraduates in an effort to “identify
what problems there are between gen-

According to Domenech, they defined
terms in parenthesis to avoid the confusion of different interpretations.
One of the questions on the survey
sent to women asked: “while attending

Georgetown University, have you ever
given in to sex play (i.e. fondling, Kiss-

See WEL, p. 3

:

ders, and obtain information about the
positive and negative experiences that
Georgetown students have had in terms

will not promise you more money. but
we will promise you awareness and involvement,” he said. “We know [linancial aid] is the most important issue, but

we're not going to dangle candy in front
of you,” Smith said.
McLaughlin disagreed and said students could take several tangible steps
to help ease the financial aid crisis. “It's

not an issue of dangling candy. The
reality of the situation is that right now
over 80 percent of financial aid is composed of tuition dollars. Right now we
can’tincrease our tuition. There are four
ways you go about increasing financial

aid. You've got income, government,
fund raising and the endowment. There
arc a number of things you can do on
financial aid. so it’s not just dangling
candy,” McLaughlin said.
Smith/Stephenson and* Kullen/
DiMassa both said their lack of experi-

See GUSA, p. 3

of relationships,” WEL President Millie
Domenech (SFS ’94) said.
According to Domenech, half of the
surveys were sent out Wednesday, Feb.
16, and the other half were sent out this
week. So far, WEL has received a handful of responses from both men and
women, she said.
Domenech said, “The survey is about
relations between genders. It has questionsdealing with gender roles and myths
people have.”
Liz Stinson (CAS 96), secretary and
treasurer of WEL. added. “The survey is

to find out not only to what extent date
rape occurs on campus. but under what
auspices.”
The surveys addressed to men differed slightly from those addressed to
women. Domenech said the terms used
on the survey created discussion, because WEL used non-colloquial terms
“to make it more of a scientific survey.”

Kate

olsThe

HOYA

Women's Empowerment League
President Millie Domenech

(SES 94).
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NEWSGU Task Force
Publishes Results

DPS CriME REPORT

Forum Allows
Candidates To

|

Feb. 17, 3:29 a.m.: Copley Hall
basement. Two students reported an
intoxicated student vandalizing
Georgetown property with spray
paint. Case pending adjudication.

Feb. 18, 1:44 a. m.: Healy attic.
Two students were arrested for entering the attic without authorization. Case pending adjudication.

AFFORDABILITY, from p. 1
Dean of Financial Aid Patricia
McWade agreed. “It is a controversial
option . . . credit seems to be the only
way these. days,” she said. “What we
feel is sacrosanct is need blind admissions, even if we have to offer more
loans. Even Harvard is adjusting the
self-help component of their financial
aid package to ensure their ability to
meet full need,” McWade added.

Feb. 19, 12:40 p.m.: New North.
Feb. 18, 11:11 p.m.: MedicalDental Auditorium. University employee observed a suspicious person sitting in his class. The suspect
said he fell asleep after a band gig in
the Leavey Center. The man was
barred from campus.

Feb.

20, 1:34 p.n.:

open,

The

Base-

ment. A student employee was arrested for assaulting a pauon. The
student was reportedly drunk while

The task force's fourth recommendation was that the university develop “a
comprehensive set of financial services,”
according to the report. “Many of our
peer institutions offer a comprehensive
package of financial services that provides options to parents and students to
meet their financial obligations.”

on duty.

Feb. 18, 6:15 p.m.: Dahlgren
Medical Library. Student reported
that he saw a suspicious person
searching his book bag. DPS
searched the area, but the suspect
had gone.

Feb. 20, 3:19 a.m.: Leavey Cen-

ter bridge. A student was arrested
for assaulting another student while
intoxicated. Case pending adjudication.

4
Feb. 18, 1:02 a.m.: Healy building, 4th floor ladies room. University employee found woman lurking
inrestroom. Suspect was barred from
campus.

LEARN

y
.
Feb. 21, 2:30 p.m.: Jesuit Community welcome entrance. Suspicious person was sighted and removed from campus.

BUSINESS

ment plans, deferred payment plans, or

lines of credit can make an important
difference in meeting obligations.”
The fifth and final recommendation
was “to examine options for both the
design and requirements of an undergraduate degree. Such options could in- +

IN

clude the length of time taken to com-

plete the degree, cooperative education,
internships and joint degree programs.”
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has been the most important factor to
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You can:
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application deadline for fall 1994 is June 1

access for the middle class,” the report

said.
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from p. |

ter” and said he still considered himself
a full-time student. “I did not think that
people would not believe that 'm a
student at Georgetown,” he said.
Inapressrelease, Lohmann said Green
had no excuse for failing to arrange his
financial aid situation. “[Green] has had

ample opportunity to correct his registration standing long before the election
period began,” she said. Green would
not comment on Lohmann’s statement.
On Sunday, Green decided to appeal
the election commissions decision, but
was ultimately rejected. “We decided
not to overturn our [original] decision,”

Lohmann said.
Green said he would not seek further
appeals. “I'm satisfied with their decision,” he said.
Bamford also said he would not seek
election with another running mate. “I
had no idea that this was going to come
up — that his financial aid record would
preclude us from running. I think that
it’s an unfortunate misunderstanding. If
[Jahmal] knew he would not be able to

run, he wouldn't have run,” Bamford
said. Bamford added he and Green had
already spent about $45 on the campaign, most of which was used to pay for
campaign posters and fliers.
GUSA Assembly Chair Nancy
Walbridge (CAS 95) called a closed
assembly meeting Wednesday night to
discuss whether Green should be allowed to finish his term as vice president
of GUSA in light of his registration
status.

According

to a press

release,

__ (day)

202-337-6464

Call Now
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ONE

FREE

WEL, from p. 1
ing, petting) when you did not want [to]

because you were pressured by a man's
continual arguments?”
The survey sent to men asked: “Have
you ever had sexual intercourse after a

woman gave you alcohol or drugs?’

The female survey. also included a
section with questions directed towards
those who have been victims of sexual
assault while attending Georgetown.
According to Domemech, WEL decided to conduct the survey to raise
awareness of genderissues. “Right now,
.according to DPS crime reports. very
few sexual

assaults occur on campus.

[Accordingtothe university]
ever ything
between men and women on campus is
fine,” she said.
Suzanna Wolters, a professor in sociology and women’s studies, said, “I don’t
have alot of faith in surveys. I don’t tind
them very reliable, but . . . you will see
many discrepancies between how the
university represents itself and the an-
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Listen to counsel and receive
instruction, that you may be wise in your
latter days. —Proverbs 19:20
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Please call Cindy Greene between 12pm and 3pm Mon. thru Thurs. to set up an interview.
Equal Opportunity Employer

agreed

and

said

WEL

would present its findings to the community. “Assuming we analyze these
results, we want to have a one or two
page results sheet to distribute and publish. We want to give the results to the
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Current Status:

ing, [but] I would have liked the chance

to state my case.” Green added the assembly asked him to resign permanently
rather than resign and be reinstated once
his registration status was corrected.
“As far as our constitution goes . . .
you must be a full-time undergraduate
student. [Green] isnot,” Walbridge said.

Walbridge said the assembly was currently assembling a list of potential replacements for Green, which would be
presented to GUSA President Rick
Heitzmann (GSB "94).
According to Walbridge, Heitzmann
will nominate a new vice president and
then the GUSA assembly will vote on
whether to accept the nomination. Whoever is elected will serve out Green's
remaining five-week term.

Green and Bamford said they had
decided to endorse the GUSA presidential ticket of David Smith (CAS 95) and
Heather Stephenson (CAS 95). Green
said

his

ticket

is endorsing

Fr

OSo

OJ

Smith/

Stephenson because he had the most in
common with them.
Bamford also said he and Green endorsed these candidates because they
had the most experience working within
the Georgetown community. “[I]t’s not
as important to have a resume inside of
GUSA. Giventhe choice between people
who have been involved inside of GUSA
exclusively and outside of GUSA,
Jahmal and I are more inclined to supportcommunity leaders.” Bamford said.
“We both agree about the need to
openup andrestucture GUSA. We agree
about the need to tie GUSA into the real
grassroots.” Bamford said. “I think that
they are the best people individually and

they are taking the right attack at GUSA.®
he added.

administration.”
Stinson said WEL hopes ito discern
where the situation lies and the best
measures needed to correct problems of’
gender conflict.
“More dialogue on the Georgetown

campus is needed on gender relations,”
Domenech said. “Depending on thejre-

sults we get, we want the university to
take action, whether it’s with progr ams
or workshops.”

Wolters said she agreed with
Domenech. “I think it’s very important
to find out the information. These issues
arenotresolved and the university needs
to address them.” she said.
“Gender equality is a polarizing issue, one that everyone should be sensitive to. Unfortunately, it is also an issue
that seems to be widely disregarded at

Georgetown.” Doetsch added.
According to Domenech, WEL
worked on the survey for the past three
to four months, consulting Wolters, Director of Student Programs Penny Rue
and male and female WEL members.
Domenech said she hoped to get back
at least 20 percent of the 500 surveys
distributed.
“There's always arisk involved whenever youdoasurvey... ljusthope to get
some sort of random sampling that’s
large enough to give us some accurate

figures to work with,” Stinson said.
Domenech said the Women's Caucus, a student group that disbanded in
1992, conducted

a similar survey, but

she questioned its validity. “No one had
much of an idea about the previous
survey's results.” she said.

Would you like to be one of

THE HAPPY FEW
Are you young and college-educated?
Are you seriously searching for love?
We offer self-descriptive essays and
let you decide whom to contact. (Also
open to gays.) Write for free info. to:
The Happy Few
Dept. GT, Box 382805

Cambridge, MA 02238

0
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to stepdown as vice presi-

dent “in keeping with university regulations.”
He said, I don’ {like alot of infight-

WEL Survey Examines Sex And
Gender Relations at Georgetown

WEL member Sharon Doetsch (SFS
'97) said, “It seems to me that on campus there is a widespread lack of awareness and understanding about gender
issues. Too many students are quick to
disregard the concerns of the opposite
sex.”

3300 M St. NW
Washington, D.C.
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we produce results,” Segal said.

Student or Faculty I.D. may be required.
Fares are 1/2 round trips from Washington, DC
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every year and going through the
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Segal said his and McLaughlin’s
records as GUSA representatives
proved they were capable of producing results. “If status quo means
creating the results we've created in
the past — whether it be Saturday
mail, or Harbin as asophomore dorm,
or fighting to keep Village B open to
all classes or working with Marriott
— if that’s what the status quo’s
about— knocking
on people’sdoors

U.S.A.
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“Ned and I have been on the assembly in GUSA, we've done good
things in GUSA. and we know the
rules and we know what's gone
wrong in the past and that’s what
we re going to change,” McLaughlin
added.

SPAIN

| 4

“We have been able to enroll some of
the brightest and most talented students
throughout our country. improve the diversity of our student body and ensure

NIGER

i/

N

ence within GUSA gave them an
advantage over McLaughlin/Segal
because students were frustrated with
the current GUSA
structure.
McLaughlin and Segal are the only
candidates running who currently are
members of the student association.
“Being in GUSA does not guarantee you effective leadership skills,”
Smith said. “I think being outside of
GUSA is an asset because once you
walk in here you get closed in the
dungeon of GUSA and you're working your way around these little corridors trying to find your way around
the maze. We haven't been in the
smoke-filled rooms making deals.”
he said.
DiMassasaid he thought his ticket
brought a “certain freshness and excitement” to the race. “No, we don’t
know every single in and out of
GUSA. Wedon’tknow every single
administrator either, but the important thing is that we know the students,” DiMassa said.
McLaughlin said he disagreed
with his opponents explanation for
student frustration. “Why are people
frustrated with GUSA? Because the
GUSA leadership hasn’t been effective in addressing the issues on campus. Why are people not involved in
GUSA? Because GUSA in and of
itselfis only 200 people strong. What
Ned and I want to do is make GUSA
over 5400 people,” he said.

ITALY

{

“There are two yp
ofl... services
we need to provide: (1) financial advising and (2) credit options,” the report
said. “Monthly payment plans, pre-pay-

GUSA, from p. 1
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Several offices were forced
burglarized and ransacked.
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McLaughlin/Segal
This past year, the Georgetown University Student Association suffered several
blows to its credibility, undermining students’ confidence in its ability to meet
their needs. The scandal this spring involving Lecture Fund tickets, for example,
painted

an

image

of

an

organization

dent

government

in

a

competent

and

relatively effective manner.
Political newcomers David Smith (CAS
'95) and

Heather

have suggested

Stephenson

(CAS

'95)

several interesting pro-

posals to reform GUSA while retaining its
basic structure. Particularly valuable is

cial aid or the deteriorating relations between the university and its neighbors.
Responding to perceptions that GUSA
as an institution has failed to address

their plan to reduce dramatically the
number of appointments made by the
executive and to rely more on an openapplication process for the remaining
posts. GUSA could only benefit from increasing the number of positions awarded

issues important to students, some Hoyas

based on merit rather than political con-

have advocated dissolving the assembly
and replacing it with a new system. The

nections.
Although reducing the parceling of pork
is commendable, Smith and Stephenson
do not have the same in-depth knowledge
of the issues that McLaughlin and Segal
possess. Smith and Stephenson have
demonstrated their commitment to Georgetown through their involvement in an

scrambling for the perks of office, eclipsing more important issues such as finan-

Challenge,

GUSA

which

proposes

to eliminate

and replace it with a network of

committees, represents an organized ar-

ticulation of a sentiment shared by many
frustrated and angry voters.
The student body is justified in feeling
dissatisfied with GUSA’s performance this
year. We feel, however, the weak showing
of the assembly represents a failure in
leadership rather than a systemic flaw.
Although GUSA could use some reform in
its internal operations, the current system, under the right leadership, could
serve students’ needs.
We believe Chris McLaughlin

(CAS '95)

and Ned Segal (SLL '96) will provide the
leadership necessary to revitalize the ailing student government. McLaughlin and
Segal bring the experience, knowledge
and

energy

necessary

to

turn

GUSA

around and make the organization more
relevant and responsive to students’ lives.
McLaughlin and Segal’s involvement in
GUSA thus far demonstrates that assembly members can take a pro-active posture toward issues important
to students.

Both candidates have served as assembly
representatives since their freshman year,

and during that time have worked

on

such diverse issues as the housing bill,
improvements at Marriott, the cogenerator
and the snow policy.
Throughout the campaign, McLaughlin/
Segal have demonstrated their knowledge of the issues at hand. Their comprehensive proposals for dealing with such
issues as financial aid and campus security demonstrate their clear grasp of the
details in complicated problems. Their
familiarity with administrators will allow

array of campus

organizations, from No-

madic Theatre to Black Student Alliance,
and we hope they retain their desire to
The perceived strength of The Challenge, representing a diverse coalition of
students, presents the most serious con-

frontation in years to GUSA's structural
foundation. Although The Challenge’'s
desire to dissolve the current student
government

structure

appeals

to many

students dissatisfied with GUSA’s slow‘moving

committee mechanisms,

we feel

the decentralized alternative would be
even less effective in meeting students’
needs.
The Challenge’s proposed system of
government by committee lacks one crucial element necessary for effective leadership: —laccountability. With a clearly
defined hierarchy, government leaders
can be held responsible by voters when
they fail to deliver. Although the present
body may lack credibility in the eyes of
students and administrators, The Challenge

assumes

that

their

proposed

age a majority of students Lo participate

actively in complicated

and

sometimes

ticipation is a worthy goal, but assuming
students will want to participate is another, much more difficult matter.
In this election, the student body faces
two major paths.

to

Letters to the Editor

GPB Replies to ‘Subduing Mara’ Attacks
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to Subduing
Mara’s manager Adam Militello’s scathing letter that ran in last Friday's Hoya.
While I applaud Adam’s ambition and
his healthy desire to help a struggling
college band catch a break, I feel that his
version of our dealings together differs
a great deal from what actually transpired.
My first encounter with Adam occurred in December, when I followed up
on a Subduing Mara demo tape he had
sent me and was interested in bringing
them to Georgetown to play a small
show. Adam told me that he had two
February dates available in the Washington area, in between several nearby
club dates. The dates, which were a
mere two days apart, fell in the midst of
GPB’s electing a new Program Board.
Upon realizing this fact, I called Adam
from home over Christmas Break and
left a message with his roommate. My
message was essentially that the dates

would not work out because the Board
would be in flux.
Upon my return from the month-long
Christmas break, I found a letter from
Adam waiting for me. From this letter,
which

was

attached

to a performance

contract, I realized that Adam had not
understood my decision to pass on Subduing Mara and, after a month of not
hearing from me, had assumed that the

gig was definitely going to happen. I
immediately phoned

thanked me for all my work on his behalf
and conveyed no negative feelings towards me. At this point, Adam stopped
calling and I assumed that he no longer
needed my help.

Adam

to tell him

once more that the gig was not going to
happen. again I was forced to leave a
message with hisroommate who seemed

to know exactly what I was talking about.
When I finally did reach Adam, only
several days before his proposed show,
I was shocked to learn that he had “bet
the farm” on having a paid, Georgetown
gig. At this point I tried to help Adam to
find an alternative venue. possibly The
Basement, but. quite frankly, it was 100
late to do much’ of anything. Adam

Basically,

what

myself and Adam

occurred

between

was some

miscom-

munication. I believe that Adam was so
excited about the possibility of Subduing Mara’s performing at “prestigious”
Georgetown, that he confused interest
with commitment. | hope Adam will be
more careful in the future and assume

nothing is final until he has a strong
verbal agreement or a written contract. I
also hope that he will not continue to
deal with setbacks, which are rampant
in the music business, by writing nasty
letters that resort to «calling ‘people

“scum.”

1

DouG AsTROP
GSB "94
GpPB CONCERTS CHAIR

“Immigration Services’ a Disservice

tedious issues. Encouraging student par-

the current system, with little promise
the new structure will work, or it can
choose better leaders to revitalize and

attempted

mn)

re-

placement would more effectively encour-

them easier access to represent student

have

lliit

advocate on behalf of students next year.

interests. More importantly, their nuanced understanding of the issues will
aid them when the university administration attempts to bypass student opinion
in its decision-making process.
Critics

il

It can choose

to scrap

make the most of the present system. We

believe

McLaughlin

and

Segal

—

with

link

their past successes, their administrative

McLaughlin/Segal to the perceived malaise afflicting GUSA because of their extensive “insider” experience. The fact these
two individuals are such skilled politicians only reinforces the idea that they
are best suited to lead Georgetown'’s stu-

know-how and their seemingly tireless
political savvy — are the best choice to
address the critical issues Georgetown

To the Editor:
I am writing in regard to a paid classified ad in your February 18, 1994
edition offering immigration services to
international students. As a future attorney, I am appalled by the unethical conduct of some illegal services that “prey”
on those ignorant of the law. The services advertised by a California based
company concern the proposed DV-1
(Diversity Visa) Lottery tobe conducted
by the U.S. Department of State. This
program, similar to the successful AA
program which runs between 1990-

Cards™) per year over the next three
years to citizens of certain countries that
meet minimum qualifications.
As it was the case with the AA program, the DV-1 program (as proposed)
will be free of charge. Additionally,
because candidates are Selected at ran-

1993, is designed to provide for 55,000

for information and forms. knowing that

permanent residence permits (“Green

dom by means of computer generated
numbers, no candidate is guaranteed an

advantage over others. Yet, companics
that advertise their legal services for this
lottery program fail to inform their cus-

tomers of these tacts. Some of the legal
services charge several hundred dollars
there are no forms or application fees

involved in the program. This practice is
to be condemned.
Those international students who are

interested in obtaining more information about the DV-1 program should be
aware of these facts and stray away from
legal services that profit from the
students lack of information. For infor-

mation about the DV-1 program, interested students should contact the U.S.
Department of State Visa Hot Line, at
(202) 663-1600.
Gonzalo DE Dios
SES "90
LAW "04

faces. We encourage students to express

Tuesday their vision for the future
Georgetown's student government.
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VIEWPOINT
Anthony Rimicci

\\
EORGETOWN UNIVERSITY IS ONE
ofthe finest institutes of higher
learning. Its undergraduate
school is consistently ranked among
the top 25 universities in the nation
by U.S. News and World Report;
Barron’s and other college guides
list Georgetown in their “most selective” admissions category. It has
top graduate and medical schools
and its law school is among the top
10in the United States. The hospital
is excellent, employing top-notch
clinicians and researchers. The President of the United States is a
Georgetown graduate.
Yet, in at least one very important, though seldom mentioned, respect, Georgetown University is a
failure. This fine school fails not in
academics or facilities, but at exemplitying one of the most basic virtues — courtesy.
Irecently had an experience which
again brought this home to me. [ was
attempting to have a form signed by
a university official early one morning that I needed for an application.
At the time, there were two other
students in the office who had already been helped.
I explained the situation and was
met with an abrupt, “You'll have to
come back later.” Somewhat insistently, I asked if there was any way
I could have the form signed then.
The receptionist then placed her
head in her hands and told me that
there was no way for to get my form
signed that day and rudely added,
“Do you understand!?” I felt helpless and thought to myself how tired
I was of dealing with rude
Georgetown employees.
When I left, I did something I had
often wanted to do, but was prob-

G

divin

outright insult, many of them are
chronically unpleasant and abrupt.
Countless times, I have experienced
poor service in numerous university
offices. Upon requesting information for applications for summer jobs
and internships, receptionists have
spoken to me in tones indicating
they thought I was an idiot for not
knowing the proper procedure for
obtaining the requested information.
Upon calling the Georgetown University information line, I am often
greeted by people who mumble almost incomprehensibly into the
phone. This is especially detrimental to the school’s image, because
people attempting to make their first
contact with the university are most
likely going to call this number.
In attempting to make appointments to see university officials for
advice or information in offices
likely to be visited by the public, I
often feel as though the receptionists blame me for not knowing the
official’s schedule.
I know that it is difficult to deal
with the public everyday and some,
although

certainly not all, college

students have less than perfect manners. But the very nature of people
who deal with the public need be
polite and helpful in all situations.
I have spent three summers in
jobs that require contact with the
public and have worked long hours
dealing with people who are not
always satisfied. [accepted this challenge as part of the essence of the
job and worked hard at maintaining
areasonable degree of civility at all
times. As a result of my experience
and upbringing, [ strive to be polite
to such harried members of the pub-

lic service sector.

“In attempting to’ make appointments
with university officials, I often feel as
though the receptionists blame me for
not knowing the official’s schedule.
ably somewhat hypocritical — I
made a snide comment and walked
out. I always work at treating people
with respect, but in this case I had
been pushed beyond the limits of
tolerance.
In offices and departments across
campus, employees (students and
non-students) whose job it is to deal

with the general public greet people
with a lack of manners. Ironically.
these people are Georgetown s front
line.
They

are the people who

make

the all-important first impression to
visitors. They process students’
schedules and requests for transcripts. They sell us our textbooks
and help students finance a
Georgetown education.
As members of a public relations
team, their job inherently entails
pleasantly greeting people and courteously aiding them in their business with the university. They are in
no way “behind the scenes” in positions where their manners are less
important. Despite this, they are often impolite.
While it is atypical to experience

People

in

such

jobs

here
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The Olympics’
Dan Jansen’s world record performance in the men’s 1000 meter speed
skating race last Friday capped his decade-long struggle for Olympic Gold.
His performance also embodied the
Olympic spirit and ideal that was apparently lost in the wake of the Tonya
Harding/Nancy Kerrigan skating scandal.
Dan Jansen spent 10 years and appeared in four Olympics in pursuit of his
dream: a gold medal. Jansen’s road to
gold however, was paved with misfortune and sorrow. In the 1984 Winter
Olympicsin Sarajevo.aheavily-favored
Jansen failed to take home a gold in the
500 meters.
At the 1988 Winter Olympics in
Calgary. as he again prepared to take the

Winners

Finally, he returned last week in what

was to be his last Olympic appearance.
The world watched as Jansen, the overwhelming favorite, stumbled meters before the end of the 500, and finished a
disappointing eighth.
Jansen had only one more opportunity to fulfill his dream. The 1000 was
never his best event, and the pressure he
felt had to be immense: his Olympic
career had come down to a single race.
I think the world held its collective
breath—I'held mine — as Jansen skated
down the backstretch of his final lap and
it became clear he was about to strike
gold.

He did. In fact. he set a world record.
His victory last week was nothing
short of beautiful. It represented a fulfillment of his dream and the shared
dream of millions of Jansen fans around
the world. He had every reason to give
up. to call it quits: he faced adversity at
every turn. Although he performed flawlessly in non-Olympic competition, becoming the only man to break 36 seconds in the 500, in Olympic competition. he turned in failure after failure.
Jansen didn’t give up. He kept right
“on going: picking himself up after his
i sister’s tragic! death: after his falls ini

ice as a gold-medal favorite in the 500,
he learned that his sister had died of
leukemia. Devastated by her death,
Jansen vowed to win the gold in her
honor, but tried too hard and fell. beginning along series of disappointments for
aman who refused to make excuses and
wouldn't settle for less than gold.
He appeared later in the ‘88 Olympics
in the 1000. but fell again. After a fouryear respite. Jansen ‘returned to
Albertville for the 1992 Winter Games.
MA Faint hetidnTwilkas P(en
Gyn aon = Olympics past. Bven after failing Mon-

day to win the event no one though he
could lose, Jansen went into the 1000
determined to win. As Jansen took his
victory lap, holding flowers in one hand
and his daughter in the other, Jansen’s
fans breathed a sigh of relief.
I say all of this both because Jansen
deserves the recognition (even though
just about every columnist in the world
has already saluted him). but also because Jansen’s example puts Harding in
her place.
Harding's supporters have repeatedly
asked Americans to sympathize with
the disgraced skater because of the traumas she suffered as a child. Civil rights
leader Jesse Jackson said. “her mother
was married six times: she grew up in a
trailer home. was called trailer trash,
called a white nigger. Abused child,
abused wife. Her insides must look like
a broken glass. But she keeps smiling
and keeps skating.”
What he didn’t add is that she also
(allegedly) conspired to whack her competition in the knee. Sure. it’s terrible
that Harding had to endure what she did
as a child. but it is equally terrible to
justify attacking your competition because you had a rough life.
.- Jansen had a rough time. too. But he
didnt whack anyone: Inifact everyone:

Georgetown may ry to justify their
lack of courtesy because of impolite
students, understatfed department,
and overworked employees. Regardless of these problems. it remains
that courteousness is central to their
functions. If’ they fail in this task,
newcomers Lo the university may
take away with them the idea that an
attitude of brusqueness and lack of

concern
is characteristic of
Georgetown.
I was raised in a family that emphasized many “traditional” values.
One of these is courtesy. I was imbued with a sense that in my dealings with all other people (barring
kidnappers and muggers), I was to
be polite and show them respect.
Georgetown, 100, often emphasizes “traditional” values. But
Georgetown. however,
fails to
present in the simplest form (that of
example) one of the most basic and
effective virtues — courtesy.

Anthony Rimicci is a junior in the

way out. We shouldn't allow anyone to

set such an example, but at the very
least. we shouldn't allow a member of
the U.S. Olympic Team to do so.
:
Jansenis an Olympic Athlete. Harding
is just a good skater. There is a difference. That's why Jansen is heading home
with Olympic gold and Harding will go
home empty-handed.

Alex Schmitz (SFS "96) is managing
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J. Michael Monahan

Gangsta Rap’s Blaring Messages
i

TRY

NOT

TO

STEREOTYPE

PEOPLE

OF

other races, religions or ethnic
groups. I certainly do not condone
racist practices in hiring, housing or
other human interaction.
Nevertheless, I have laughed at racist
jokes and I have slipped into prejudice
during first impressions with people of
otherraces. Although these are not parts
of myself of which I am proud. I must
admit them.
Despite these faults. I was recently
appalled by a series of racial epithets
that I overheard on campus. Words like
“nigger”. “motherf---er”. and “bitch”
were being used in the most vicious
possible way. and at a deafening volume.
Was this a rally of neo-Nazis. Aryan
youth skinheads or David Duke supporters? No. These slurs came from a
“gangstarap” song playing in a Village
A apartment.

The music could be heard from New
South to Lauinger Library. While I am a
fan of loud music. the song disturbed
me. In a decade of speech codes and
multi-culturalism. hearing this kind of
hostile language really caught me off
guard. It angered me because gangsta
rap creates a double standard for politi-

College of Arts and Sciences.

stereotypes, violence and racism in our
society.
Reflecting on the lyrics, I was reminded of last year’s public outrage
surrounding Marge Schott, owner of the
Cincinatti Reds. After she was quoted
as referring to blacks as “niggers,” the

American public. through the media,
demanded that she be reprimanded.
Eventually, the Major League Baseball
Owners Association suspended her from
baseball.
Idon’tbelieve in speech codes: people
ought to be able to say anything they
like. But if I. a white male. walked
around using that language. I would be
ostracized and probably thrown out of
school. When Marge Schott used it she
was punished and humiliated.
While Schott’s statements were racist and showed a terrible lack of judgement. they pale in comparison to the
severity of the language that supports
the gansta rap industry. Yet there is
relatively little outcry against “gangsta
rappers.”
;
Does the PC movement apply adouble
standard to language. which makes its
offensiveness contingent upon its
source? Perhaps. It is acceptable for
black rap artists touse the word “nigger.”
while white Americans are restricted to

“African American” or — maybe —
“black.”
Beyond the language used in the lyr-

ics, the song’s message enraged me. It
glorified the gun violence that has made
war zones of America’s inner cities.
This violence has turned many black
neighborhoods into killing fields, where
people shoot each over trivial matters
like sneakers or fender-benders. Well
aware of these situations. a gangsta rap
group decided to make a song about how
cool it is to “pack a nine and bust caps
into any motherf---er who f---s with
[them].”

The combination of the song's language and message has tworesults. First.
it propagates the gun violence that has

been killing off the young men of innercity black communities.
Second. it undermines the legitimacy
of black leaders. How can I take seriously the claims that inherent racism is
the cause of problems in the black community. when its own members are making music of this kind and selling it in
their community? Moreover, am I to
believe that when I refer to African
Americans as “black” I am racist. but a
black rapper who refers to them as
“motherf---ing niggers” is not?
Many of these performers have de-

Stamp licking.
Jesse Heath

The Tonya-Nancy steel cage event.
Lorene Straka

visitor

Shea McLaughlin

SES ’97

Co-ed naked doubles luge.
Ed Boriso
GSB ’96

J. Michael Monahan is a (CAS "94) is
a Hova staff writer.

George Colindres

to the Winter Olympics?

Snowball fighting.

fended their language and message by
claiming that their music is an artistic
interpretation of everyday inner city life.
Many black leaders have claimed that
the black communities in our cities are
held back by systemized racism. Perhaps these artists would have less material if their music and lyrics didn’t glamorize the violence and hardships that the
less fortunate members of the black community have to face everyday. It would
seem that these artists are more concerned with exploiting the inner cities”
situation to make a buck, rather than
serving as examples of success stories
and leading their communities out of
poverty.
:
Of course gangsta rap is not representative of the entire black community. I
would be a fool to think that every black
American is a gangsta rap fan. but it
would also be foolish to ignore the
gangsta rap phenomenon. While it may
not be an accurate reflection of the entire
black community. it is a powerfully visible one and therefore a hindrance to the
many efforts and steps toward positive
change that have been made within inner cities.
:

Compiled by

What event should be added

Random

endures hardships in life. For most of us,
they are growth experiences: we learn
from them and we move on, hopefully
stronger.
What separates the winners from the
losers in life, the Olympic athletes from
the who simply happen to be good at
something, is how they deal with hardship. Life’s winners keep going and they
play fair. Life's losers blame others,
they make excuses, they step on others
to stay ontop. Idon’tfeel bad for Harding
and don’t think anyone should.
The example Jansen set is one by
which everyone shouldlive.
He struggled
on in the face of adversity. By contrast,
Harding's example is one that all should
condemn. Her life was rough, but instead of rising above it. as people do all
the time. she gave up and took the easy

at

Campus Opinion:

Sean Mulvihill
GSB ’92

A

’
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Alex Schmitz

cally-correct speech and it perpetuates

Ice fishing for Hoffa.
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SES 96

Football on ice.

Nicky Avanzini
EFL student
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STUDENT VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
TO SERVE THE
CAMPUS DISCIPLINARY SYSTEM
The Board Selection and Training
Committee is currently considering
applications from motivated students
who wish to participate in the
disciplinary system.

UNIVERSITY OF ANTWERP
SUMMER PROGRAM IN
ANTWERP, BELGIUM

The system needs students:
*To serve on hearing boards, hearing cases involving students who
have allegedly violated University regulations.
*With an interest and willingness to serve in a variety of capacities,
including advising students involved in the disciplinary process.
*Who are able to maintaining objectivity and confidentiality. Strong
decision making skills and serious commitment are also required.

May 22 - June 4, 1994

An opportunity for students of economics and
business to study the economic integration in the
context of the European Community.

You are strongly encouraged to attend
an Informational Meeting on

Director:

Monday, February 28, 1994 at 7:00 p.m. in

Professor Bradley Billings

For more information or an application contact:

Leavey Room 338.

(GEORGETOWN

Applications are available in the Office of

UNIVERSITY

School for Summer

Student Conduct, 208 Leavey Center

and

Continuing Education
Washington, D.C. 20057
(202)687-5942 or 687-5719

February 22-March 4 between 9:00 am. and 5:00 p.m.

Deadline for Applications is 5:00 p.m.
Friday, March 18, 1994
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The Psychology behind
the Citibank Classic Visa card: The
® 4

v|

0

®

®

emotional security of the Photocard, now with No Annual Fee.
The Citibank Classic Visa’ instills in students feelings of safety, security, and general wellness

it

not unlike those experienced in the womb. Therefore, it is the mother of all credit cards.

J Some experts attribute these feelings to the Citibank Photocard, the first credit card
with your photo on it. A voice inside says, “This is me, really
me.” (As opposed to, “Who the heck is that?”—a common

response to the photo on one’s Student ID.) It's an immediN
Co

ate form of ID, a boost to your self-image. J Of course if
om

your card is ever lost or stolen and a stranger is prevented
from using it, you'll feel exceptionally good (showing no
signs of Credit Card Theft Nervosa). | Other experts point.
to other services, such as The Lost Wallet” Service that can

Pp

ol

ae

.

replace your card usually within 24 hours. Or the 24-Hour

The Monarch’
Notes Version:

Customer

Tne

Service line, your hotline if you will, for any

Cidhank

Classic cary

gives students no annual fee,

card-related anxiety whatsoever. q Further analysis reveals three services that protect the
“services you make

on the Citibank Classic Visa card, at no additional cost. 1. Buyers

~ Security" can cover them against accidental damage, fire or theft, for 90 days from the date
of purchase’ (preventing, of course, Insecurity). 2. Citibank Lifetime Warranty "allows one
0

to extend the warranty for the expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years?
3. And Citibank Price Protection assures you of the best price. You need only see the same

;

item advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank will refund the difference up
to $150! (hence no Post Purchase Depression). J Special student savings are particularly

gy |

therapeutic. For example, you can receive a $20 Airfare Discount’ on any domestic flight.

|

(Case studies indicate that a Fear of Flying is overcome when Spring Break in sunny Florida
is a possibility.) Not to mention savings on mail order purchases, sports equipment, magazines and music; a low variable interest rate* of 154% and No

|

Annual Fee. { Suffice it to

say, you'll have a credit card you can depend on while building a credit card history. So, call

i

1-800-CITIBANK (1-800-248-4226), extension 19, to apply over the phone (students don't

10

need a job or cosigner) or to have your photo added
to You Citibank Classic Visa card. q If we say that a
sense of Identity is the first component of the Citibank
Classic Visa card, a sense of Security the second, and

ol

a sense of Autonomous Will from your newfound
financial independence the third, don’t be crazy...Call.
]
3

y
Fk
:

Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.

!Certain conditions and exclusions apply. Please refer to your Summary of Additional Program Information. Buyers Security is underwritten by The Zurich International UK Limited. *Certain restrictions and limitations
apply. Underwritten by the New Hampshire Insurance Company. Service life expectancy varies by product and is at least the minimum based on retail industry data. Details of coverage are available in your Summary
of Additional Program Information. ‘Offer expires 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase price is $100. Rebates are for Citibank student cardmembers on tickets issued by ISE Flights only. “The Annual Percentage Rate

iC

:

for purchases is 154% as of 1/94 and may vary quarterly. The Annual Percentage Rate for cash advances is 19.8%. If a finance charge is imposed. the minimum is 50 cents. There is an additional finance charge for each
cash advance transaction equal to 2% of the amount of each cash advance transaction: however, it will not be less than $2.00 or greater than $10.00. Monarch” Notes are published by Monarch Press. a division of
Simon & Schuster, a Paramount Communications Company.

Used by permission of the publisher. Citibank credit cards are issued by Citibank (South Dakota), N.A. ©1994 Citibank (South Dakota). N.A. Member

FDIC.

peace of mind, protection
against Freud—
or rather fraud

—and a low rate. Apply today.
Call

1-800-CITIBANK

(1-800-248-4226),

ext. 19.

=
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Georgetown’s Performing Arts
Shine In A Night At The Bayou
4

A Varied Musical Program and Eager Talent Help To Make Cabaret’ 94 a Success
By Jamie Morin and Erik Hess
HOYA

Raquel Aceves/The HOYA

Bob Long (GSB

97) sings in Blues Brothers costume at Cabaret "94.

Staff Writers

Cabaret has come to the Bayou, and
it has arrived in style. The charity show
is still going strong after more than 20
years at Georgetown, thanks to the efforts of the staff to carry on the tradition
of quality music in an entertaining and
energetic format. The production, which
began Wednesday and will end tonight,
is a revue of modern popular vocal music.
What distinguishes Cabaret from the
rest of the Georgetown vocal scene is
both the diversity of the performers,
most of whom have participated in the
show before, and more significantly, the
presence of a real band. After a seemingly endless succession of a cappella
music, it was refreshing to hear a good.
live band backing some of the best vocalists on campus. Cabaret has become
a much-needed showcase of musical

talent, especially for instrumentalists,
on a campus that often seems apathetic
toward student productions.
While the show opened with the ¢x-

pected series of stale jokes [rom the
master of ceremonies, it quickly moved
toward more exciting territory. With

Cabaret 94 is entertaining because of the
fine quality of the performers and the energy
that they put into their efforts.
excellent backing from the band, Joe
O’Brien (CAS ’94) opened the show
with an energetic performance of Lenny
Kravitz’s “Are You Gonna Go My
Way.” The next number, Pat Benatar’s

HOYA

Staff Writer

damage to American society. He is the
same individual responsible for putting

the idea into Steven Seagal’s head that
he could direct. Perhaps he is also the
, one who told Kathy Lee Gifford she
could sing. Woe be to him if any of the
viewers of On Deadly Ground ever get

their hands on him.
On Deadly Ground, Steven Seagal’s
latest vehicle for martial-arts mayhem
and political conspiracy, is perhaps the
worst piece of filmmaking that I have
ever seen, including Leonard, Part 6. Its
plot is thin and lacks suspense. Hero
Forrest Taft, played by Seagal, has all
the depth of a cartoon character. He is
yet another ex-CIA, martial arts expert
whose knowledge of “The Company”
has made him aware of the star cham-

By Everett Saucedo
HOYA

native martial arts and weapon use of
Seagal’s previous films such as Under
the Law and Marked for

Courtesy of Wamer Brothers

A fur-clad Steven Seagal plays Forrest Taft in On Deadly Ground.

Ben Harper's Acoustical Style Creates a Successful Debut Album
HOYA

Ben Harper
Welcome To The
Cruel World

Staff Writer

In an age of new wave, hard rock and
heavy metal, it is reassuring to see a
fresh, new acoustic album. Musical newcomer Ben Harper seems determined to
keep acoustic alive.
The 23-year-old musician hits the
music scene with his debut album, Welcome to The Cruel World. It contains 53
minutes of clean, sharp acoustic guitar
music accompanied by Harper’s deep
bass vocals. The album starts with an
instrumental song called “The Three of

Us,” probably the least effective song on
the album, yet nevertheless pleasant.
The song sounds alotlike Sesame Street
background music.
“Whipping Boy,” the album's second
track, more than makes up tor the first.
The low-pitched guitar and Harper's
blues-like vocals add to the song's overall presentation. A chorus laced through-

out the verses sings, “Listen here/I don’t
fear/I don’t want to be your/Whipping
boy.” Again, three lone instruments are
used throughout the song, the
weissenborn (a special kind of acoustic

Hell is paved with good intentions. This
seems to be the moral of director Leon
Ichaso’s new film, Sugar Hill, starring
Wesley Snipes. In New Jack City, Nino
Brown (Snipes) lives hard dies hard and
leaves a pretty corpse.In Sugar Hill, his
new. character comes full circle and
struggles to escape the nightmare that
the Nino Browns of the world have left
him.
In the film, Snipes plays Roemello
Skuggs who, together with his brash
older brother Raynathan (Michael
Wright), rules Harlem “from Convent

Strumming His Way To Success
By Matthew B. Farlie

Staff Writer

As the old saying goes, the road to

Avenueto St. Nick's.” Roemello handles
the business end of things, while
Raynathanlives outthe New Jack dream:
nightclubs, women, drugs and endless
mayhem. Together, their reign is challenged when longtime supplier Gus (Abe
Vigoda) brings upstart new dealer Lolly
(Ernie Hudson)

into the neighborhood.

The album’s fifth track. “Waiting on
an Angel,” is also one of the better
tracks, combining the simplicity of a

At the same time, Roemello falls in love
with an aspiring actress, Melissa, who is
played by the soft-spoken Theresa
Randle.
To win Melissa's love, Roemello
boldly decides to leave the family busi-

capella vocals with the light strumming

ness

of an acoustic guitar. The track is
Harper's closest attempt at actually singing a capella, and is pleasant and relaxing — good “study music.”
“I'll Rise,” an adaptation of Maya
Angelou’s poem “And Still [ Rise,” is
also one of the albums highlights. With
the use of vocals, a choir and a simple
piano melody,
the song rolls along, powSee HARPER, p. 9

block his way at every turn, however.
Melissa steadfastly refuses to accept his
lifestyle, but Raynathan, incapable of
running the business on his own, latches
onto Roemello eventighter. All the while,
Gus and his cronies nurse Lolly’s fledgling business and prepare him for abloody
overthrow of the neighborhood drug
market. On the side, Roemello secretly
takes care of his father A.R. (Clarence

guitar), drums and a bass guitar.

and

go

straight.

Circumstances

Williams), a washed-up jazz musician
addicted to heroin, quietly tucked away

to avoid embarrassment. Torn between
Melissa and loyalty to his associates,
Roemello’s fate is sealed when Lolly
kills his best friend and begins a war.
Sugar Hill represents a break from
more traditional gangster movies like
Boyz N the Hood and Menace Il Society
for a number of reasons. The most obvi-

THE WEEKENDER
THE INSIDER'S GUIDE TO THIS WEEKEND'S HOTTEST HAPPENINGS
This Weekend’s
GPB presents Dazed and Confused tonight, tomorrow and Sunday-at7:30 and 10 p.m. in Reiss 103.
The movie is the latest independent
release from the director of Slacker.
and documents high school life and
drugs in the 1970s. Tickets are $1
for cardholders and $3 for anyone
who enjoyed high school in the
1970s.

The Library of Congress presents the Juilliard String Quartet
tonight at 8 p.m. at the National
Academy of Sciences. Seats are free.
on a first-come, first-served basis.
Formore information, call 707-5502.
The Washington Performing
Arts Society presents Chacabuco
and Coral Cantigas on Sunday at
7:30 p.m. at the Kennedy Center
Terrace Theater. The program features Latin American, Spanish and
Caribbean choir music. All tickets

are $16.50. For more information,
call 833-9800.

The

Smithsonian

Institution’s

ous is location, away from the palm trees

BEST BET

As itis, Cabaret is an excellent pro-

that they put into their efforts.
Cabaret ’94 is playing at The Bayou
(K Street at Wisconsin Ave. N.W.).

4

and bullet hail of south central Los Angeles to the crumbling brownstones of
Harlem. The production team paid special attention to Harlem’s rise and fall
from the crucible of black intellectual
and cultural life to an urban cesspool.
Sugar Hill also doesn’t glamorize the
drug dealer’s life earlier films have been

criticized for.
“We have not presented a glamorous

versionof [the drug dealers) lite. but a
version of it that portrays the horror of
this life to the extent that it may discourage [young people from following this
example],” producer Rudy Langlais said
inarecentinterview.'Thopeitdoes. It’s
not a life of fast women and cars, easy
sex. clubs...it’s a life of real horror.”
In that sense, Sugar Hill doesn’t quite

live up to its expectations. Obviously
targeted for the 16-10-25 age group. the
movie is much too tlashy to be credible

as a “message movie.” Young viewers
probably will identify with Raynathan’s
slick looks and short temper before they
do with Roemello’s plight. At the conference, Langlais said that “the violence
was toned down considerably,” but there
are still a few

stomach-churning

mo-

ments. In one scene, Roemello’s best
friend Ricky (Steve J. Haris) is set on
fire. In another, Raynathan and a friend
torture one of Lolly’s goons by shooting
his legs repeatedly and urinating on his
face.
Snipes also spoke at the press conference, saying he was “very satisfied”
with Sugar Hill. “It’s one of the most

satisfying films I’ve ever done. Ididn't
want to do a New Jack I1, something that

could be easily cast aside. I
something that could stand toe
with On the Waterfront or The
ther. Say what we will about the

wanted
to toe
Godfasubject

matter, we still find ourselves attracted
to those kinds of movies.” Whether or

not Sugar Hill will stand on the same
beam as other great gangster movies is
unknown, but it certainly has all the
qualities that make a great film. The
dynamic acting of Snipes, Wright and
Randle succeed in taking the movie one
step higher than its contemporaries.

and F St. N.W.) opens its newest
exhibit this weekend, From Elizabeth I to Elizabeth II: Master Draw-

ings From the National Portrait
Gallery, London. Admissions free,
and the exhibit will remain on dis-

play until April 4.

York Ave.N.W.)
The programdeals

with :success and slumps in one’s
artistic career. The workshop is held
from 12:30 to 1:45 p.m. in the
Gallery's Frances and Armand Hammer Auditorium. For more information, call 638-3211.
George Washington University’s
Dimock Gallery (21st and H St.
N.W.) presents two exhibits this
weekend, highlighting the works of
Frank
Wright
and
William
Woodward.
The exhibit opened earlier this week and is on view today

This weekend marks the second week of performances of In
Search Of. . ., aromantic comedy by local playwright Bobbi Blok.
The play is being performed at the Savoy Suites of Georgetown
(2505 Wisconsin Ave. N.W.) Tickets are $12, and the performance

starts tonight at 8 p.m., and tomorrow at 7:30 and 10 p.m.
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and tomorrow
fromnoon to 5 p.m. For information
on the free exhibit, call 994-1525.

The Paul Taylor Dance Company performs as part of the Washington Performing Arts Society's
Dance Americaseries tomorrow and
Sunday at 1:30 p.m. at the Kennedy

Center

Eisenhower

Theater

(New

Hampshire Ave. atRock Creek Parkway N.W.) For more information,
call 416-8440. .
The Washington Storytellers
Theater presents “Ancient Heroes,
Modern Voices” tomorrow night at
8 p.m. at the Washington Ethical
Culture Society (16th and Kalmia
St. N.W.) Tickets are $10.

4

quality of the performers and the energy

National Portrait Gallery (Eighth

Creating the Good Times; Surviving the Bad is the subject of a
workshop today at The Corcoran
Gallery of Art (17th St. and New

4

duction, definitely worthy of your time

Drug Dealer in the Inner Cities of America

and are mostly poorly shot gunfire se4
quences. Thereis very little of the imagi-

Death. The film's few mediocre fight
scenes are buried in confusing exploSee SEAGAL, p. 9

Fr. Pat Conroy’s phenomenal rendition
of the classic Carly Simon and James
Taylorduet, “Mockingbird.” A fine singing of Tina Turner's “What's Love Got
To Do With It?” is another highlight,

‘

make Cabaret absolutely fantastic.

New Snipes Film Portrays Life As a Reformed

bers and illuminati that control us all.
When exposed to the mystic wonder of
the Alaskan Eskimos, Taft turns on his
ridiculously evil corporate boss, Michael
Jennings, played by Michael Caine.
The spooky Eskimo mysticism, a
cheap rip-off from Dances with Wolves,
is completely out of place in this action
thriller. The movie concentrates on this
aspect for 30 painful minutes before it is
discarded for the traditional guns-fistsand-bombs approach to conflict more
familiar to Seagal fans.
But even die hard Seagal fans will not
be pleased with On Deadly Ground. The
action scenes are few and far between,

Siege, Above

Of course. the first night of any show

is not executed without problems, and
although producers Jaya Bateman (SFS
'95). Andrew Pelish (CAS "95) and Nat
Soti (CAS 95) did a fine job overall,
there is definitely room for improvement. Some of the songs seemed
overdriven, and the background vocals
were often inaudible. Shortening the
“comic” intro and fixing the show's
minor technical problems would help

Tough ‘Sugar’

Poor Plot and Bad Acting Fault Seagal Film

Somewhere out in Hollywood there is
a criminal who has done irreparable

performed by Nicole Thompson (CAS
95).

and money. Cabaret is entertaining, even
for those who aren't fans of the featured
musical selections, because of the fine

On Shaky ‘Ground’
By J. Michael Monahan

“Hit Me With Your Best Shot,” continued right where the first left off, with a
spirited and accurate performance, which
garnered tremendous applause from the
excited audience.
Other highlights included Juliet
Prunier (CAS '94) and the irrepressible

Courtesy of Twentieth Century Fox

Wesley Snipes stars as Roemello Skuggs in Sugar Hill.

iW
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ENTERTAINMENT
Yaggfu’s New
‘Adventure’
4

ECNUTELUTCR EE

A Blemished ‘Papaya’

1]

New Vietnamese Film ‘Lacks Coherency’ and Leaves Its Viewers Disappointed

Isn’t Worth It

Eventually, tragedy disrupts this

By John A. Russ

Rap Group's Debut

HOYA

Lacks Direction

Staff Writer

A recurring image in The Scent of
Green Papaya is the slow drip of white
papaya juice, trickling from a freshly-

Yaggfu Front

By Jerry Wright
HOYA Staff Writer

ese film, nominated

When the best track of your compact
discistitled “Fruitless Moot,” you should
realize that your career in music is just
that: fruitless and moot. Apparently,
YaggfuFrontdid not, so they went ahead
and made their debut album, Action
Packed Adventure, anyway.
Yaggfu Front’s three members—Spin
4th, Jingle Bel and D'ranged & Damaged—take all their incredible potential
and send it on an action packed adventure of mediocrity. It is evident through
their unique sampling and rhythm that
Yaggfu Front has the potential to become a top rap group. It is also clear,
however, that it spent too much time
developing the soundtracks and failed to
realize lyrics were just as important.
Unfortunately for Yaggfu Front, its
debut album’s imperfections outweigh
its. few triumphs. The album lacks a
central message, despite the group's attempts to address racial and genderrelatedissues in“ Trooper 101” and “Left
Field.”
Another problem of Yaggfu Front is
the lack of a major and exciting track on
the CD. Listeners must trudge through
the long, tedious album that is anything
but an Action Packed Adventure. The
album’s lack of direction deprives
Yaggtu Front of the powerful punch that
the group is capable of.
The trio also tries to illustrate ghetto
life and what it is like to be a gangster.
“Slappin’ Suckas Silly” is a pathetic
journey

into

a mediocrity

of “gansta

rap” that does not fit the Yaggfu Front
form.

for the Academy

Award’s Best Foreign Picture. Papaya
lingers on the smallest details, allowing
the viewer to drink in and savor its
images. Unfortunately, the film rarely
rises above a series of disjointed seg-

Action Packed
Adventure

ments

Although its debut album leaves a lot
to be desired, Yaggtu Front may still be
an up-and-coming group. One of Yaggfu
Front’s major strengths is the soulful
rhythm laid down on almost every track.
Mellowing sounds of the saxophone
and the tinkling of the piano keys are a
great relief from the generation of rap
that has produced for the world copious
amounts of synthesized music.
“Frontline,” a song laced with mellow saxophone sounds, is the best example of Yagufu Front’s melodious
music, whichmany soulful ballads could
not beat.
Yaggfu Front’s diversion from this
music could be one of the reasons this
album is not a winner. The group’s best
songs demonstrate its extraordinary style
of music. “Where'd You Get Your Bo
Bos?" mixes the saxophone and the
double bass to get a mellifluous jazz
effect to the song. “Busted Loop” and
“Black Liquid” also exemplify the best
of Yaggtu Front’s music.
Unfortunately, this extraordinary style
does not transcend the mediocrity of the

lyrics. This weakness results in an entertaining album, but one which lacks enlightenment. Hopefully, Yaggfu Front
will learn from these mistakes make
their next album one worth purchasing.

and lacks

any

overall

sense

of

February 28, 1994

it convince the audience that any sane

woman would tolerate this kind of behavior. Clearly, the wife should have at
least changed the lock on the family sate
after the father ran off with the cash for

members (with the exception of the
youngest son) generally treat her with

sight evades this matriarch. who is left

kindness.

law berates her for not loving her hus-

house

In fact, the mistress of the

sees many

similarities between

Mui and her own daughter, who died
several years earlier.
Against this amicable setting, Papaya
sluggishly follows the quirks and habits
of the various family members — one
son likes to pour hot wax on insects, the
youngest incessantly teases Mui with
reptiles, both living and deceased, and
other such pranks. The camera frequently
focuses on a toe, a finger or the back of

someone’s neck. Each shot seems carefully framed with an eye for detail, but
the result is a series of vacuous Kodik
moments, that are nice to look at, but not
much else.

Success
HARPER,

the second or third time. But such foremourning his absence as her mother-inband enough, and her family teeters on
the edge of poverty. If any woman ever

needed a serious heart-to-heart with
Gloria Steinem, this woman definitely is
the one.
Mui endures this drop in the family’s
living standards and goes about her duties. Through it all, the audience gains
new insight into wok-cooking, mopping
floors and other light housekeeping
chores. The father returns one day. dies
inexplicably as a result of his mysterious sojourn, and life goes on.
The movie then fast-forwards to 1961.

Mui has grown into a beautiful young
woman (Tran Nu Yen-Khe) and becomes

cians. He is “dedicated to the preservation of acoustic music — not rock ‘n°
roll on acoustic instruments, but [true]

Courtesy of First Look Pictures

Tran Nu Yen-Khe stars as Mui at age 20 in The Scent of Green Papaya.

the maid of a family friend (Vuong Hoa
Hoi) on whom she has had alongstanding
crush. Their budding romance enrages
the friend’s fiancee, who believes the
new servant is trying to steal her composer boyfriend.
Papaya drifts to its conclusion like a
ship lost at sea, ambling first one way
and then the other (e.g. Mui stares at a
frog, darns her employer’s shirt, finds
sketches of herself in his drawer). Velocity is definitely not an attribute of this
film.
Although the images can sometimes
be striking or beautiful, they inhabit a

erful choruses intertwined into its musical pattern. With lyrics from the bluesy

SEAGAL,

ture the beauty of everyday experiences

(e.g. the cooking scenes from Like Water For Chocolate)
while telling a coherent, interesting story. Papaya’s laborious Style quickly grows rancid after a
few minutes, leaving those who taste its
fruits suffering from a serious case of
ennui.
The Scent of Green Papaya is cur-

rently playing at the Key Theatre (1222
Wisconsin Avenue N.W.)

America’s lawmakers and control of the
media so that they could brainwash
America into using fossil fuels.

from p. 8

sions and mystic ceremonies.
In the rapidly changing world of music today, it is a comfort to know that
there are still musicians like Ben Harper
who play what they want to play. This
disc is surely worth listening to, a recommended purchase for anyone who is
looking to add easy-listening acoustic
music to their collection.

universe devoid of meaning or life
Justaseries of shadows flickering on the
wall. Other films have been able to cap-

On Shaky ‘Ground’

acoustic music,” and this belief clearly
shows through in his songs, as well as
their subject matter,

from p. 8

with your words/You may cut me with
your cyes/And I'll rise/I’ll Rise/I’1l
Rise.”
Harper is an avid music fan, drawing
inspiration from Jimi Hendrix, Bob
Marley and several other great musi-

Campus Interviews

but the wife has always greeted him with

joy upon his return.
With any work of fiction, the author
expects the audience to suspend its “disbelief” over parts of the plot that rely
heavily on coincidence, magic or acts of
fate. Papaya, however, never explains
the father’s prolonged absences, nor does

coherency.
The storyline follows the experiences
of Mui (Lu Man San), a young servant
girl in Saigon in 1951. She moves in
with her new employer’s family, whose

poem such as, “Now you may shoot me

The final straw comes with Seagal’s

Moviegoers looking for a good mar-

speech at the close of the film. A combination of radical environmentalism and
conspiracy theory make for a speech so

tial arts movie with Steven Seagal should

distasteful that many of the moviegoers
atthe screening walked out. Seagal took

Ground: one can only hope that Seagal

the opportunity to make the claim that
the world’s oil companies had conirol of

go to their video store and rent one of his

earlier

movies.

As

for

On

has learned from the experience and will
stick to acting.

looking for motivated people to establish a career in the
brokerage business.

eesc0ccoenssssssvvae
We Serve Vegetarian Dishes and Tanuri Bread!!!

OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program

CHICKEN

The

KABOB

SANDWICH.

If you possess excellent communication skills, general
market knowledge and the desire to excel, sign up for

.....o0.

aad

$4.99

Bikini
=" 'Shop

boneless chicken marinated in house seasoning,
on french bread w/ lettuce, tomato & onion

an on-campus interview on February 28, 1994 in the
Career Center.

Persian

If you are unable to arrange an interview call:

3300 M St.

1 800 937-0606
resume

1/2 Orr!

Specials from our menu.....

Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits

or send

‘Buy ONE SECOND;

SPECIAL PERSIAN BURGER....$2.99
HALEEM BADEMJOON............. $1.95

Cuisine

roasted eggplants with
mint & sour cream

Georgetown

SHISH VEGIKABOB................... $1.99
zucchini, tomato. mushroom and green pepper
FELAFREL. .... io ol nnn
$1.99
peeled fave beans and sesame seeds

(202) 338-4544

to:

LG Cater...

OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

ERB

dil

HOMEMADE SOUPS................... $1.99
served

$3.00 OFF | 10%

#0OLDE

TWO DINNER
ENTRE ES

Member NYSE and SIPC

ET I

with

PERSIAN

tanur:

student

0>)

in

SHISHKABOB........................ $5.50

HOMOS

TEHINL....................... $1.99

chick peas

dip

Bikinis

Push-Ues, Thongs, & Men's Sullis

BURGER....".............. $4.50

Chunks of marinated prime beef. green
peppers. tomatoes and onions

LILI

10Q0’s 6ff

bread

Ground prime beef ws grated onions
house seasoning

DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
An Equal Opportunity Employer

lentil sauteed in onion,

=
oO $
nN

0(
up

1819 MSt, NW
331-8372

Flip-flops
p-fiop

w/purchase
735 15th St, NW
393-3533

ST. PETERSBURG

ICCC
ICRC

MOSCOW

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

BOSTON
UNIVERSITY

The Moscow Internship
Program

OIANISAALHAd "LS

MOSCOW
EOC

Experience Russia Firsthand

Special Interest Housing 1994-95

ARN Ee

'QAU

TIAA

aa

LI

E

RRR
TL STEER
ll
=

For program details complete the coupon below and mail it to:

Boston University International Programs
232 Bay State Road, Box R, Boston, MA 02215

+ 617/353-9888

An equal opportunity, affirmative action institution

MOSCOW

ST.PETERSBURG

MOSCOW

much

is too much?

When am | in danger?

Healthy Habitat

How

can

| be safe?

Harbin Hall,

MODSON
/

How

9th floor

MM 53ngSYALId "LS

MOSCOW
i ST. PETERSBURG
__"__
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ST. PETERSBURG [i
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Deadly

OLDE, America’s Full Service Discount Broker™™ is

A EE tL TS

‘

cut branch. The scene’s striking beauty
embodies both the strengths and, ultimately, the limitations of this Vietnam-

happy, self-contained universe when the
father abandons his family, leaving no
explanation and absconding with the
earnings of their small fabric shop.
Young Mui learns from an older servant
that he has done this several time before,

Help your friends find the answers
Become a Peer Educator
Applications now available

Village C West 207
*
*
*
e

Free
Free
Live
Live

cooking classes.
meditation and yoga.
substance free.
in Harbin Have a kitchen.
Be close to Yates.
Be close to everything!

or call 687-8943

How can | take care of myself?

Where can | get help?

I would like to receive more information on your

Moscow Internship Program.
I am interested in a semester

or

Moscow Intemnship Program.

asummer

Name
Street

100 Harbin Hall
or contact Maureen Ritz at

City

State

Zip

Phone_(___)

College or University
Current Status:

O Fr

0

so

a

Jr

0

sr

For more information, stop by the Office of Housing

If you prefer, call 617/353-9888.

687-1172

:

Information

session:

Monday,

Feb. 28.

7 p.m. in Leavey Program Room
Alcohol AIDS Nutrition Drugs Rape

|

a
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ESTING

Which is a good thing when you
Spring Break in Canaan Valley Resort.
Our average snowfall is 15 feet deep - which
makes for great skiing. And when you come

in from the cold, try the hot tub,
YOUR

:

indoor pool, or just kick back
with a bunch of your friends.

RRM

70 our

Your Spring Break Package
on double occupancy.

ue

Includes

5 nights lodging Sun. - Thurs;

GOING

5 days of skiing, Mon. - Fri;

DOWNHILL.

5days of breakfast; Beech Club
privileges; arrival party and

mixer; Karaoke party/mixer;
campus challenge Sumo wrestling; pizza party;
and closing night party. Effective dates: March
6-11, March 13-18; March 20-25. To make
reservations, call 1-800-622-4121.

(CANAAN VALLEY
N\

RESORT & CONFERENCE CENTER
A WEST VIRGINIA STATE PARK

Canaan Valley Resort State Park
Route 1, Box 330« Davis, WV 26260

Part Time

UNFORTUNATELY, THIS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

ia Full Time Positions
Available Now
SALES TELEMARKETING

very year, a lot of people make a
huge mistake on their taxes. They
don't take advantage of tax deferral and

*No cold calls
*Friendly, supportive atmosphere
*Paid training
*Base pay / commisions
*Nightly cash bonuses
*One block from Van Ness Metro

WORK FOR SOME OF THE NATION'S MOST FAMOUS

NEWS AND ENTERTAINMENT PUBLICATIONS
| Please call Mr. Ben Davis between 12 & 3 pm Mon. - Thurs. to set up an interview.
Equal Opportunity Employer

202-895-0900

The Smith Company
4455 Connecticut Avenue, NW

© 1994 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association/ College Retirement Equities Fund.

- wind up sending Uncle Sam money they

money you don’t send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality of life.

What else makes SRAs so special?

could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately, that’s a mistake you can
easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.
SR As not only ease your current taxbite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income—especially

A range of allocation choices—from the
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
diversified investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity—all backed
by the nation’s number one retirement

for the “extras” that your regular pension

system.

and Social Security benefits may not
cover. Because your contributions are

made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the

Why write off the chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
SR As can help you enjoy many
happy returns.

Benefit now from tax defevval. Call our SRA hotline 1 800-842-2733, ext. 8016.

:

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it."
CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. For more complete information, including charges and expenses,
call 1 800-842-2753, ext. 8016 for a prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.

Sa

..

BIG E

TOURNAMENT
TICKETS

A

will go on sale

If The Sight Of These Send
Chills

Wednesday, March
at 1:00 p.m.

Down Your Spine,

2nd

Student season ticket holders only
If This Is Music To Your Ears,

her own ID. Purchaser may also buy a second ticket (no
more than one ticket) for another season ticket holder
te

provided he/she has that person's ID.

Sign up at the placement office.

National
Security
Agency
The Opportunities of a Lifetime

Any tickets remaining after 3:00 p.m. may be
purchased by any Georgetown student with a
valid Georgetown ID.

at Va
To

(except Russian), Middle Eastern or Asian Languages.

==»

CNC
oy TT oY

NSA will be on campus March 2nd interviewing for fulltime positions in Computer Science and Slavic

An equal opportunity employer. U.S. citizenship required for applicant and immediate family members.

pre pa

LAST.

re Ce > SS gt our Tio

HOLDERWHILE THEY

TR

TICKET

le

Or If This Sends Your Mind Reeling,
There Is Only One Place To Be.

iN

ONE TICKET PER STUDENT ID.
MAXIMUM ONE TICKET PER SEASON

ft

S

*Purchaser must be a student season ticket holder with his/

>

:

may buy a BIG EAST ticket*

Friday, February 25. 1994
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SPORTS
Apostles in Healy 110.

Friday, February 25
12:30 p.m. The Bisexual, Gay and Lesbian Lunch Group meets at Center Grill.
For more information, call Lauraat (703)

528-7216 or Clark at (202) 332-4409.
12:30 p.m. The Islamic Society of Georgetown offers Islamic prayers in the
Copley Crypt.
5 p.m. VPS Leadership Retreat in Maryland. Great experience in community involvement, marketing, motivation, com-

munication and management. (continues
through Saturday). Any questions, call
687-3703.

11 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Protestant service in
St. William’s Chapel.
3-5 p.m. Weekly worship in St. Williams
Chapel.
5-10:30 p.m. GUSA

Lecture Fund pre-

sents Jacob Holdt. ICC Auditorium. Con-

tact Maura at 784-7606.
6:30 p.m. The Junior Class Committee
holds its weekly mecting in WhiteGravenor 201.
7 p.m. The Georgetown
meets at the JSA house.

7-10 p.m. Marian devotions and mass in
Dahlgren Family Crypt.

Monday, February 28

8 p.m. Black Movements Dance Theatre
sponsors a winter dance showcase, “Lovers, Leaders, Warriors and Other Great

Souls” —atribute to Black History Month.

9-10 p.m. Lutheran Service in Copley
Crypt. Contact Paul Gregory at 338-2763.

March 2

Israel Alliance

8 p.m. Black Movements Dance Theatre
sponsors a winter dance showcase (2 p.m.

ing in Walsh 495. For more information
call Shawn Malone at 338-2278.

7:30-8:30 p.m. The Sophomore Class
Committee has its weekly meeting in the
Leavey Club Room. All members should
attend.

Wednesday,

5 p.m.-10 p.m. Muslim Student Association dinner. ICC Galleria. Contact Aimen
Mir at 784-7493.

7-8:30 p.m. Christian Fellowship meet-

7:30 p.m. Beyond Dahlgren holds its
weekly meeting in Henle 15. For more
information, call Maura at 784-7606.

9 a.m.-5 p.m. Males with 1994-95 housing preference from the classes of '95 and
"96 apply for housing in Harbin Formal
Lounge.

matinee).

5-6 p.m. Bereavement support
meets in New North 107.

5:30-6:30 p.m.
Copley Crypt.
group

Orthodox

Vespers

in

6:30-8:30 p.m. Protestant Lenten service
in St. William's Chapel.
;

6-7:30 p.m. Career Centersponsors “How
to Make the Most Out ofa Summer Internship,” with Jennifer Shafer
of JP Morgan.

7p.m. Georgetown Pride holdsits weekly
meeting in Henle 15. New members are
welcome.

7:30 p.m. Graduate student group meeting in St. Mary’s Hall. Room 105.

7 p.m. College Academic Council meetings. 338 Leavey Center.

Hall of Nations, Black Box Theatre. $5

for students.
1625.

Any

questions, call 687-

7-9 p.m. Harambee Fellowship
Mary’s conference room.

Tuesday, March 1

in St.

9 a.m.-Noon CPR course. To attend, pre-

8 p.m. Out of Ireland: The 14th Annual
Concert of Traditional Irish Music
Dance. Gaston Hall. All welcome.

Thursday, March 3

register by calling 784-2075.

and

10 p.m.-2 a.m. Black Student Alliance
sponsors Old School & Hip Hop Party,
with music by The Young Ghuru. The
Basement. $3 w/Georgetown ID. Contact
Fiona Philip at 784-7764.

9a.m.-5 p.m. Females with 1994-95 housing preference from the classes of '95 and
’96 apply for housing in Harbin Formal
Lounge.
1-2 p.m. Practical Training Workshop for
I-1 International Students. Career Center, fifth floor Leavey.

Saturday, February 26
4-6 p.m. Faculty-student
5:30 p.m. Mass for Alumni College in St.
William’s Chapel.

students

interested

reception

in an Asian

Certificate. ICC fifth floor lounge.

for

Studies

Noon - 2 p.m. Bagel lunch at the JSA
house. Marko Moscovitch, professor of
radiation

medicine,

Jason Zuckerman,

will speak.

5-6 p.m. Protestant evening prayer service in St. William's Chapel.
7:30 p.m. Freshman Class Committee
weekly meeting. ICC 108. All freshmen
are invited.

Food
8-10 p.m. Philodemic Debate Society
meets for weekly session.

Friday, March 4

Sunday, February 27

5:00-5:45 p.m. Christian meditation in
Healy 110.

Masses at Dahlgren Chapel: 9 a.m. 11
a.m. 12:30 a.m., Sp.m., 7p.m., 8:30 p.m.,

6-8 p.m. The Career Center sponsors Tuesdays at the Career Center.

10 p.m., 11:15 p.m.

6:00-6:50 p.m. Bible study on Acts of the

NG

WOMEN’S

points with 12:05 remaining in the game,
but the Hoyas’ press and inside play
fueled a 15-0 run that gave Georgetown
a 51-46 lead with 8:24 to go.
St. John’s battled back, regaining the
lead at 54-53 with 7:01 remaining, but
Harrington and Reid were simply too
much for the undersized Redmen. Reid
topped off the game with a pair of slam
dunks and a mighty block in the game’s
final three minutes. He finished with 14
points and six rebounds. Harrington
added nine rebounds and five blocks to
his career-best point total.
Brown scored 12 points for Georgetown, but perhaps more importantly
handed out 11 assists. His alley-oop
passes to Harrington and Reid, as well

as his stifling transition defense, made

the difference in the second half.
“He's just so damn important to us,”
Thompson said of his senior floor leader.

LACROSSE, from p. 12
tied for the team lead last year with a
.643 percentage in faceoffs. Another
key midfielder could be junior transfer
Greg Lawler. Lawler carmned Division
III All-American honors last year at
Washington: College.
Urick emphasized the midfield depth.
~ “Wehavealotof guys we can just throw
out there and keep the pace of the game
up.”
On defense, Georgetown will rely on
combined

experience

of

its

defensemen. Senior tri-captain Glen
Moore anchors the returning starters.
along with juniors Hank Wiethake and
Ed McCabe. Last year, McCabe became
the first Hoya ever to earn national recognition when he earned Honorable
Mention All-American honors.

NO ERI
)

EMPLOYMENT
PROGRESSIVE FUNDRAISERS
NEEDED: Help make a difference. Raise money for some
of the leading women's politicalorganizations, public television, and the arts. eNo cold
calls eFriendly, supportive atmosphere ePaid training eExcellent communications skills
a must eBase pay/bonuses.
Please call Cindy Greene between 12pm and 3 pm Mon
thru Thurs to set up an interview. EOE. 202-895-0900. The
Smith Company 4455 Connecticut Avenue, NW.

fm

PART-TIME/FULL TIME POSITIONS AVAILABLE NOW! Sales
Telemarketing eNo cold calls
eFriendly, supportive atmosphere epaid training ebase
pay/commission enightly cash
bonuses eone block from Van
Ness Metro. Work for some of
the nation's most famous news
and entertainment publications. Please callMr. Ben Davis
between 12 & 3 p.m. MonThurs to set up an interview.
EOE. 202-895-0900. The Smith
Company 4455 Connecticut
Avenue, NW.
ALEXANDRIA-BASED
FIRM
seeking part-time/full time
summer people for administrative duties; contactKatherine @ (703) 548-6336.
SUMMER MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITY: Earn $800-10,000
this summer. Extensive training provided. For information,
call 1-800-390-4848.
HELP WANTED: Professional
photographeris hiring female
models for fashion brochure.
$10 per hour. Call 202-2235079.
AA CRUISE & TRAVEL EMPLOYMENT GUIDE. Earn big SSS +
travel the world FREE! (Caribbean, Europe, Hawaii, Asial)
Hurry! Busy spring/summerseasonsapproaching. Free travel

club membership!
929-4398 ext 267.

Call

(919)

GREEKS & CLUBS EARN $50-$250
FOR YOURSELF plus up to $500
for your club!
This fundraiser
costs nothing and lasts one
week. Call now and receive a
free gift.
1-800-932-0528, Ext.
65.
RECEPTIONIST - PART TIME: The
Prudential Realty Group, a nafional commercial real estate
firm, is seeking a bright, outgoing individual to share job responsibilities for our busy front
desk. If you are articulate, efficient and enjoy people, we
want to talk to you! Thisis apart
time position with hoursfrom 8:30
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday. EOE
M/F/H/V. Please send your resume to:
Prudential Realty
Group Aftn: 1-4 1200 K Street
Suite 1000
Washington D.C.
20005 or fax it to (202)289-0282.

INTERNSHIP: MINORITY OWNED
CONSULTING COMPANY IN
ROSSLYN SEEKS-MOTIVATED INTERN TO ASSIST CONTRACTS
DEALING
WITH CONTEMPORARY
SOCIAL ISSUES. BASIC COMPUTER, OFFICE SKILLS NECESSARY. CALL JENNIFER: 703-2439682,
GREEKS & CLUBS EARN $50-$250
FOR YOURSELF plus up to $500

for your club?

This fundraiser

costs nothing and lasts one
week. Call now and receive a
free gift.
1-800-932-0528, Ext.
65.

help? Legal and medical expenses paid. Call Judi & Phil
collect (202) 537-1482.

Dept. Greencards provide permanent resident status. Citizens
of almost all countries are allowed to take part. Students,
tourists, illegals may apply, wherevertheylive. Applicationsclose
March 22. For Info & Forms: New
Era Legal Services, 20231 Stagg
St. Canoga Park, CA 91306. Tel:
(818) 998-4425; (818) 882-9681.
Monday-Sunday,
10a.m.T1p.m.

ADOPT:
A happily married
couple wants to give your
white newborn love, teddy
bears, security and educaofion. Expenses paid. Steve
and Jean 1-800-362-8856.

MASSAGETHERAPY
25% STUDENT
DISCOUNT: NearFoggyBotftom/
GW metro. Women and men
welcome. Take time for yourself
- Feel better than ever! Days/
Evenings/Weekends. GREAT
GIFT IDEA (202) 862-3938.

ADOPTION - A Baby Is Our
Dream!
Happily married

RESUME

SERVICE: Laser or Desk

Jet Finish No Extra Charge.Calll
Valarie(202)

687-2589

(D) or

(202) 526-3457 (EB)
BARTENDING: Good times, good
pay. flexible hours. 1, 2 - week
classes. Placement assistance.
On Metro (703)841-9700

IZ" 8
SPRING BREAK! LAST CHANCE!
BOOK NOW!
SPECIAL RATES
AVAILABLE FROM BALTIMORE/
WASHINGTON TO JAMAICA,
CANCUN! NO ADD ONS! NO
LATE FEESI
CALL SUNSPLASH
NOW 1-800-426-7710
SPRING

BREAK

- From

$299 In-

cludes: Air, 7 nights Hotel, Transfers, Parties and More! Nassau/
Paradise Island, Cancun, Jomaica, San Juan. Earn FREE trip
plus commissions as our campus rep! 1-800-9-BEACH-1

TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK.
Make up to $2,000-54.000+/mo. SPRING BREAK ’94: Cancun, Bateaching basic conversational hamas, Jamaica, Florida & PaEnglish in Japan, Taiwan, or S. dre! 110% Lowest Price GuaranKorea.
No teaching back- tee! Organize 15friends andyour
ground or Asian languages re- frip is FREE! TAKE A BREAK STUquired.
For information call: DENT TRAVEL (800) 328-7283.
ADOPTION
(206)632-1146 ext.J5301
ADOPTION: Loving couple seekSERVICES AVAILABLE
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS: DV- ing to adopt newborn and pro1 Greencard Program Spon- vide a secure home of love,
sored by the U.S. Immigration laughter and warmth. Can you

HOOPS. from p. 12

- presence in the early minutes by
grabbing two St. John's passes and
several defensive rebounds. Cooke
was also successful offensively,
leading the team with eight first-half
points. Georgetown kept pace with
St. John’s in the early moments. A
loop pass by junior Colleen Hanrahan
to LaForce tied the score at 11-11.
But Express guard Allegra Schell
launched a bullet-like trey that gave

St. John’s a lead it would never relinquish.
Cooke scored four straight points
to slice into a six-point Express lead.
but St. John’s answered with a 12-3
run that produced a 36-23 lead with
2:43 left on the clock. The Hoyas
inched to within four on a jumper
and free throw by freshman Ebiho
Ahonkhai, but the Express ran the
table with nine straight points to
close the half. Schell, who scored 22

points in the game, scored the last
five for the Express on two long
jumpers.
St. John’s, having shot 19-for-30
in the first half, opened the second
half very strongly. The Express began a 26-10 run as Suzanne Collins
downed consecutive jumpers. During the spurt, the Hoyas picked up a technical foul and fell victim to the
strong play of Pam Odom. The Express’ senior forward litupthe Hoyas
for a game-high 26 points and 16
caroms.
;
Georgetown was unable to cut
into the St. John'slead as foul trouble
kept Express shooters at the line
throughout the half. The Hoyas were
led by Ricks’ 17 points. LaForce
chipped in 15 points while Ahonkhai
continued her sensational stretch with
11 points and a team-high nine rebounds.

Hoyas Hoping to Qualify for NCAAs

the

S p.m. Deadline to submit requests for
first-year students seeking exemption
from the sophomore requirement to live
on campus. 100 Harbin Hall.

Women’s Hoops Team
Stumbles on the Road

MEN’S HOOPS, from p. 12

Contact

784-8186.

and drink. Contact Julia Martinez at 6876636.

8 p.m. Black Movements Dance Theatre
sponsors a winter dance showcase.

Hoya Men
Head For
Home Stretch

CALIFORNIA COUPLE seeks to
adopt infant, Would provide
loving, secure and happy
home. Expenses paid. Please
call collect: (510) 654-4021.

couple seeks to adopthealthy
newborn.

Pediatric nurse and

husband will give your baby
happiness and security. Willing to pay medical/legal expenses. Call Carol and Scott
1-800-895-3608
in Northern
Va.
LOVING FINANCIALLY SECURE
COUPLE longs for a newborn
to join our family. Call Nancy
and Jerry 1(800) 272-5810.
Legal / Confidential

O11 ETN DISCOUNT
FURNITURE:
Sofabeds, Sofas, Beds, Dressers, Desks, Tables, more. Delivery and phone orders available. 301-699-1778.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
G.U. GRAD STUDENT ISO M/F
NON-SMOKER to share a
beautiful apartmentin Arlington. Own bathroom, on Metro
line (Courthouse).
$550/

month. Telephone: (703)2438749

. STEVE "HOSS" - GEORGETOWN
RUGBY: We metatMardi Gras
- Remember your FSU "infatuation?" | guess you were right,
it is fate. You convinced me
not to let a good thing go.
You said you'd look me up,
thiswillhelp: Kathleen Watkins
(904)853-2693.

The experience and leadership the
three bring to the team should help to
mold sophomore Dan Wychulis and
freshmen Tim Plunkett, Matt Rienzo,
Steve Schummer and Shawn Yerkes.
“There are really no standouts here,
just many very good players,” Urick
said.
JuniorJim Coale and senior Scott Russi
will tend goal for the Hoyas this year,
and Urick stressed the importance of
having two quality goalies. “It’s just a
good situation. If you aspire to be a
really

good

program,

you

must

have

quality athletes in the cage and we are
blessed to have two really good players
in Jim Coale and Scott Russi.”
Coale will return as the starting
netminder for the Hoyas after playing in
12 games last season and posting a 59.7

save percentage. Russi provides a outstanding backup, as he contributed in
seven games last season and saved 61.2
percent of the shots he faced.
“Last year we came out and played
well [outscored opponents 100-46 in the
firsthalf], butcame up short in the fourth
quarter in a couple of games,” Michel
said. “We need to play to win this year,
instead of playing not to lose like we did
last year. We'll be ready to win in the
end.”
Only the 11 best teams will go to the
NCAA tournament, along with one team
from the West, so Georgetown will need
to come up with a few key victories
against top-15 teams. The Hoyas will
have ample opportunities to do this, as
their toughest-ever schedule pits them
against four current top-10 teams.

GU Men Race to Victory
In Conference Tourney
MEN'S TRACK. from p. 12
honors in the 3,200-meter relay.
Woodward ran the 800 in a time of
1:53.31, and was soon joined by fellow
sophomore Mike Schroer, whose 1:53.92
was good cnough for third place.
Mullahy’s time of 14:24.01 took the
5,000 by more than eight seconds, and
therelay team turned in atime of 7:32.02
in its victory.
According to Gagliano, Georgetown’s
138-point total was the result of its depth.
“It was a great performance all the
way down the board . . . throws, jumps
and the running events,” Gagliano said.
Georgetown took six second-place
finishes and four third-place finishes in
the weekend’s 20 events. Senior Jesse
Saglio was second to Cyr in Saturdays
35-pound weight throw with a toss of
63’ 7”. Also on Saturday, junior Nashville Peart placed second in the long
jump with a leap of 23” 10 1/4”. Senior
Larry McGee placed fourth in the same
event, jumping 23° 27.
Georgetown established a commanding 17-point lead early on in Sunday's

competition and the Hoyas spent the day
expanding that lead. In addition to the
victories vy Woodward and the relay
team, Peart and McGee took second and
fourth in the triple jump, with jumps of
51° 3 1/2” and 49°

1/4”, respectively.

Sivieri and Sexton placed second and
third in the 1,000-meter run. Sivieri ran
the 1,000 in 2:22.87. with Sexton right
behind him in 2:23.38.
Wetzel took second .in the mile in
4:09.57, while freshman Kevin Jermyn
placed fourth in the mile in 4:11.85. The
Hoyas also placed high in the 3,000meters, as senior Ian Urbina and freshman Brendan Heffernan took second
and third in times of 8:20.26 and 8:20.56.
respectively.
After losing the past (wo years by a
combined four points, the Hoyas decided this year’s competition quickly.
Georgetown's next competition will be
at the IC4A Championships, to be held
Mar. 5-6 in Princeton. NJ. Looking ahead
to the IC4A meet. Gagliano was contident, saying, “We will be at our best,
because this is championship time.”

Women Second in Big East
WOMEN’S

TRACK, from p. 12

fourth place, behind Connecticut,
Villanova and Pittsburgh, which occupied

the top three

spots

respectively.

However, the Hoyas were far fromelimination, as point totals on the first day are
not as important as the number of athletes who quality for the finals on Sunday. Georgetown advanced enough
people to Sunday that it was still in the
hunt for first place.
As it turned out, Seton Hall, behind
three first-place finishes by Flirtisha
Harris, scored 106 points and secured
victory. Harris swept first in the 55meter dash, and the 200-meter and 400meter runs. Georgetown finished with
86 points, turning in some strong performances to steal second place from
Villanova.
In the one-mile run, senior Mindy
Schneiderranto a second-place finish in
4:49.70, right behind Providence’s Amy
Rudolph, who won the event with a Big
East record time of 4:42.49. Senior
Catherine Feeney finished fourth with a
time of 4:55.10.
Freshman
Tamara Henry
was
Georgetown’s only other second-place
finisher, finishing the 1,000 meters run
in2:52.36. Villanova’s Becky Spies won

the race in a time of 2:48.16.
The Hoyas dominated the 3,000-meter
run, winning third, fourth and fifth places.
Junior Joline Staehil (9:37.54), Landau
(9:48.68) and Dotter (9:56.04) were the
Hoya finishers.
Junior Batanya Poole and freshman
Miesha Marzell both ran well for Georgetown, Poole finished third in the 500
meters in 1:12.63. while Marzell took
third in the 800 meters with a time of
2:09.86.
Coming off this second-place finish at
the Big East. the Hoyas are legitimate
contenders in next week's East Coast
Championships, the ECAC Meet, and
the National Championships to be held
the following weekend. Women's Head
Coach Ron Helmer said he hopes the
proximity of these two upcoming meets
does not hinder the team’s performance.
“We have to be very careful because
the Eastern Championships is a Saturday/Sunday meet prior to the National
Championships, which is a Friday/Saturday meet. We definitely want to legitimize the Eastern Championships
Meet and score as many points as we
can. At the same time, individuals running inthe National Championshipscan’t
be asked to do a lot of work.”
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Indoor Track

Hoyas Roll Through Big East
Cyr's Throw Propels Men to First

GU Women Second to Seton Hall

By Doug Adams

TIOYA File Photo
Senior Peter Cyr led the Hoyas with a record-breaking performance in the 35-pound throw in the Big East Championships.

By Dave Fredrickson

Staff Writer

Special to The HOYA

The Georgetown men’s track team dominated the Big East
Indoor Track and Field Championships last weekend at the
Carrier Dome in Syracuse, NY, defeating second-place Seton
Hall by 47 points and avenging last year’s one-pointloss to the
Pirates.
The men led from start to finish, thanks to another strong
performance by senior Peter Cyr, whose toss of 67°8 3/4™ in
the 35-pound weight throw broke the Big East record. The
standard-setting toss continued what has been an outstanding
season for Cyr, who has already qualified for the IC4A
Championships as well as the NCAA Championships. both of
which will take place in the upcoming weeks.
“Peter Cyr setting a Big East record was a big accomplishment,” said Head Coach Frank Gagliano.
Cyr’s win was the first of four Hoya victories during the
weekend. Sophomore Bryan Woodward and junior Brendan
Mullahy won the 800 and 5,000-meter races, respectively,
and the team of sophomores Scott McLeod and Seth Wetzel
and juniors Dan Sexton and Mark Sivieri took first-place
See MEN'S TRACK. p. 11

The women’s track and field team took second place in the

15th annual Big East Indoor Track and Field Championships

atthe Carrier Dome in Syracuse, NY last weekend. The Hoyas

inched out third-place Villanova by halt a point, while finishing behind Seton Hall, which won its first-ever indoor title,

The Hoyas went into the meet regarded as one of three teams
with a chance to come home with first place. To make their
championship

hopes a reality the Hoyas

knew

they would

have to defeat a tough Villanova squad, backed by a strong
group of middle distance and distance runners, and Seton
Hall, which is led by a solid core of sprinters and quarter-mile
runners.
Junior Caryn Landau finished second in the 5,000-meter run
Saturday with atime of 16:22.70, behind Villanova’s Jennifer
Rhines’ Big East record time of 16:02.67. Seniors Meghan
Dotter (17:35.18) and Julie Zack (17:35.91) and sophomore
Jennifer Kunz (17:52.49) took fourth, fifth and sixth in the
5,000.
At the end of Saturday’s competition, Georgetown was in
See WOMEN’S TRACK. p. 11
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Women’s Basketball Team
Falls to Pitt and St. John’s

Men's Basketball

Wildcats Hand Hoyas 70-64 Loss, Halt Win Streak
By Dan Graziano

GU’s Record Drops to 12-13, 6-11 in Big East
By Ken House

HOYA Staff Writer
Georgetown’s 98-75 loss at St.
John’s Saturday, combined with a
78-64 Wednesday defeat at Pittsburgh, will mean one more game
next week for theroad-weary Hoyas.
The losses, which dropped

Georgetown’s record to 12-13 on
the year with a 6-11 record in Big
East play, locked the Hoyas into a
Friday game of the first round of
next weekend's Big East Tournament in Storrs, Conn. Pittsburgh’s
second straight victory over Georgetown raised he Panthers’ record
to 18-7 witha 12-5 conference mark.
Against the Panthers, sophomore
Tricia Penderghast paced the Hoyas
with 19 points. Senior Nadira Ricks
added 15 points while sophomore
Vania Cooke contributed 14 and a
team-high eight rebounds.
Pittsburgh’s inside-outside offensive strength hassled Georgetown
from the game’s outset. Forwards
Jill Colabrese and Jonna Huemrich
scored 19 and 17 points, respectively, on a combined 16-for-28
shooting. Huemrich, a dark-horse
candidate for Big East Player of the
Year, also chipped in 13 boards during her team-high 34 minutes. Guard
Carol Morton, who played extremely
well in the teams’ first meeting in
January, added 10 points and 11
assists.
Pitt posted an early eight-point

lead when Colabrese canned a threepointer to make the score 16-8. The
Hoya offense responded with a minirun of its own as Penderghast hit a
jumper to narrow the Panther lead to

19-16. Pitt then gained its biggest
lead of the first half with an 8-0 run
propelled by two Huemrich jumpers. Down 27-16. Georgetown
flashed its ability to go on a torrid
streak of his own, as it scored 11
straight points to tie the score with
6:41 remaining. Junior Daynia
LaForce made a jumpshot and four
free throws, the last two of which
knotted the game. The Panthers were

able to stake themselves to a 39-33
halftime advantage as Huemrich and
Colabrese once again heated up from
the floor. The former dumped in two

short jumpers while the latter sank a
long uey.

The Panthers pulled away early in
the second half, charging to a 54-41
lead with 11:53 left in the game.
Georgetown was able to momen-

tarily slow Pitt's’ mid-quarter momentum with a series of perimeter
shots, but the Panthers managed to
secure the contest with three short
baskets by Missy Thompson,
Huemrichand Maloy. A Penderghast
trey closed the lead to 12 points, but
a Morton layup with S58 seconds
remaining finalized the Panthers 14-

point margin of victory.
Against St. John’s, Sophomore
Vania Cooke asserted her defensive
See WOMEN’S HOOPS, p. 11

HOYA Staff Writer

PHILADELPHIA—The Georgetown
Hoyas became the latest victims of whitehot Villanova’s surprising run through
the Big East, suffering a 70-64 loss to the
Wildcats Tuesday night at the Philadelphia Spectrum.
The defeat, which followed
Georgetown’s 74-61 road win at St.
John’s Saturday, snapped a four-game
conference win streak for the Hoyas and
dropped their overall record to 15-7, 9-5
in the Big East. It also marked the first
time the Wildcats have swept both regular season games against the Hoyas since
Big East play began.
Junior Don Reid led Georgetown in
scoring with 15 points, including the
Hoyas’ first 11 of the game. The 6-foot7 forward repeatedly forced his way
inside against Villanova freshman Jason Lawson in the opening minutes,
taking multiple feeds from seniors Joey
Brown and Robert Churchwell and turning them into Hoya baskets. Reid’s streak
propelled the Hoyas to an early 16-4
lead with 10:36 remaining in the first
half and was especially important because sophomore center Othella
Harrington had picked up two fouls in.
the game’s first few minutes.
Villanova didn’t take long to fight its
way back into the game, going on a
seven-minute, 14-2 run during which
Georgetown failed to score a field goal.
The run tied the score at 18 with 3:22
remaining in the half. A three-pointer by
sophomore guard Eric Micoud gave the
Hoyas a temporary 21-18 lead, but their
own cold shooting combined with the
outstanding interior defense of Lawson
allowed the Wildcats to take a 24-23
lead into the locker room.

“Ithought we played entirely too soft,
and I told the kids that,” said Georgetown Head Coach John Thompson.
The Hoyas looked a little bit less soft
in the opening minutes of the second
half, but failed to convert some important opportunities. Three minutes into
the half, Villanova Head Coach Steve
Lappas was called for a technical foul,
sending Harrington to the free throw line
and turning the ball overto Georgetown.
Harrington missed both free throws,
however, and the Hoyas were unable to
score on the ensuing possession.
Villanova’s patient transition game
repeatedly broke through the Hoyas’
full-court
press, enabling Kittles, Lawson
and junior Jonathan Haynes to find open
shots and keep the cold-shooting Hoyas
at bay. Kittles and Haynes each scored
14 points for the Wildcats, who shot a
blistering 60.9 percent from the field in
the second half.
But the story of the night was Lawson,
whose 18 points led all scorers. The 6foot-11 freshman also had eight blocks
and three steals, constantly stifling
Harrington, who was forced into seven
turnovers.
“He caught the ball inside and scored
onus,” Thompson said of Lawson. “We
were coming outon the perimeter people,

and he hurt us inside. I thought he did a
very good job.”
Harrington and Reid pulled down 13
and 11 rebounds, respectively, but were
unable to get their shots to fall inside.
Harrington finished with 10 points, as
did little-used junior Irvin Church, who
hit two three-pointers in 12 minutes of
playing time. Brown scored 14 points
tor the Hoyas and also dished out five
assists.
The win was Villanova’s seventh in a
row and raised the Wildcats’ Big East

Rich Souther/The HOYA

Othella Harrington poured in a career-high 31 points against St. John’s.
record to 9-6, surprisingly good for a
team that was nearly unanimously picked
to finish last in the conference at the
season’s outset.
“We have to be more aggressive,”
Thompson said. “We were alittle bit too
passive, and we haven't been playing
that way. I'll excuse them tonight.”
Aggressiveness, particularly in the
frontcourt, was not a problem for the

Hoyas against St. John’s Saturday night
at Madison Square Garden. Led by
Harrington’s career-high 31 points,
Georgetown profited from the absence
of Shawnelle Scott, the Redmen’s usual
starting center, who hurt his foot earlier
in the week and is out for the season.
Against the Redmen, Georgetown
trailed by four points at halftime and 10
See MEN’S HOOPS, p. 11

Men's Lacrosse

Depth, Experience Should Power 15th-Ranked GU

not a glamorous part of the game, but it

can lead to turnovers and ultimately
result in goals that you don’t have to
work as hard for,” Urick said of his

team’s physical style.

The Hoyas’ greatest attribute at
midfield is their depth. The starting line
of seniors Doug Madden, Rich Michel
and Kevin Noonan scored a combined
total of 80 points last season. Michel and
Madden are two of the team’s three
captains.
Senior Damon Vettori will also play a
critical role at this position. Vettori will
be the returning faceoff man, as he was

See LACROSSE, p. 11
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recruited, a group Urick called “a kind

Michael Conathan/The HOYA

The Hoyas followed last week’s victory over Miami with a pair of road losses.

of special group of guys” who accounted
for five of the top six scorers on last
year’s team.
The one top scorer who is not a senior
is junior Chris Remington. He led Georgetown in all scoring categories last
year with 31

goals, 25 assists and 56

total points. His 25 assists tied a school
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attack position is sophomore Mike
Boyle, who added size and strength to
the Hoya offense last year, along with
nine goals and eight assists.
Urick said the Georgetown attack
lacks “blazing speed.” but that the Hoyas more than compensate for this with
determination and fore-checking. “It’s

Bs a

In 1989, the Georgetown lacrosse team

posted a 5-8 record. At the time, it was
the Hoyas’ best record ever as a Division I team. In 1990, new Head Coach
Dave Urick arrived and with him came
the Hoyas’ first-ever winning season in
Division I. Since then, Georgetown has
risen into the national spotlight and is
now a true contender for an invitation to
the NCAA Tournament.
Urick has led the Hoyas to four consecutive winning seasons, including a 94 record last season and a final ranking
of 17 in the United States Intercollegiate
Lacrosse Association poll. Going into
this season, Georgetown is ranked 15th,
which matches last season’s highest rank.
“Rankings attract attention and get
people talking,” Urick said. “They also
serve as a good measuring stick this
early in the season.”
The upcoming season presents some
new challenges, but the Hoyas will face
them with many comfortable familiarities. Eleven seniors will return to the
team along with 13 experienced juniors.
The seniorsrepresent the first class Urick

record for assists in a season.
“He’s one of the smaller players,”
Urick said of the 5-foot-6, 165-pound
Remington, “but one of the physically
and mentally tougher guys. He gives us
an awful lot of production.”
Remington plays attack, as do seniors
Joe Callahan and Nathan Sprong, who
last year scored 34 points and 21 points,
respectively. With 97 career points,
Callahan is just short of becoming the
sixth Hoya evertoreach 100. Also at the

&

By Jeffrey Strange
HOYA Staff Writer

HOYA
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Senior Kevin Noonan will play a critical role as a starting midfielder for the Georgetown lacrosse team this season.

